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Preface 

Thank you for purchasing the EMSD1 series servo drive developed by China EM Technology Limited. 

EMSD1 series servo drive is our company research and developed high-performance product. Which provide the 

functions of off-line inertia identification, automatic adjustment of rigid setting, zero drift adjustment, vibration 

suppression, etc., which can accurately realize position, speed and torque control. Users can use them easily and 

quickly, and are widely used in machine tools, packaging, manufacturing, manipulator and other industries. 

The manual suitable for all model of EMSD1 series servo drive, and provide products install, wiring, debug and 

fault handling and other guide information. For the users who use this product for the first time, please read the 

manual carefully before used, and if any doubts about some functions and performance, please consult our technical 

staff for help. 

 

 
ATTENTION 

Before unpacking, please check carefully 

⚫ Please check the product label with your order carefully. 

⚫ Please check the appearance of the products carefully to ensure that the products are not damaged. 

If the above products are inconsistent with the purchase, or the delivered products are missing or damaged, 

please contact our company in time. 

Note 

⚫ For users who use this product for the first time, please follow the manual to operation. 

⚫ Due to the performance improvement and specification change of the servo drive, this manual will be 

updated without prior notice. 

⚫ It is forbidden to reprint all or part of the manual without the company's consent. 
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Chapter 1 Safety Precautions  

In order to ensure the personal and equipment safety, please read this chapter carefully before using the servo 

drive 

 
DANGER 

Warning of electric shock injury 

⚫ Forbidden to reach hand inside the drive to avoid burns and electric shocks. 

⚫ An emergency power-off system must be installed for quickly emergency stop the operation and block 

the power supply in real time to avoid injury or cause electric shock, fire, malfunction, damage, etc. 

⚫ Power supply must be cut off before moving the drive, installing or checking the drive. To avoid 

electric shock, it should be allowed to stand for a period of time as the mark on the servo. 

⚫ To avoid electric shock, power supply must be cut off and have confirmed without any electric shock 

dangerous before moving the drive, installing or checking the drive. 

⚫ To avoid electric shock, wiring work must be performed by professional electrical technicians 

 
WARNING 

Warning of equipment damage 

⚫ To avoid electric shock, malfunction, or damage, It is strictly forbidden to intentionally damage or 

apply gravity to the cable. Pull or squeeze the cable is not allowed also. 

⚫ Do not touch the motor shaft to avoid injury when the motor is running,  

⚫ After the motor is running, the temperature of the motor, driver, and the external braking resistor of 

the driver will increase, so do not touch it to avoid burns. 

⚫ The motor and encoder circuit must be correctly connected. In order to avoid injury or cause 

malfunction or damage. 

Fire Warning 

⚫ Forbidden to use the servo in the vicinity of damp, corrosive gas, flammable gas or near combustible 

materials, so as to avoid fire. 

⚫ Overcurrent protection device, leakage protection device, non-fuse circuit breaker, overheat 

protection device, emergency stop device must be installed to avoid electric shock, injury or fire. 

⚫ Motors, drives, and external braking resistors must be installed on non-flammable objects such as 

metal to avoid fire 

Precautions for installation 
⚫ Do not pull the cable by gravity suddenly to avoid malfunction. 

⚫ Follow the specified installation method and direction, safely connect the wiring correctly to avoid 

injury or electric shock. 

⚫ The ambient temperature of the motor and drive must be below the allowable ambient temperature to 

avoid malfunction. 

⚫ Prohibited to use external power to drive the motor to avoid damage to the motor and driver 

⚫ The drive and motor must be grounded reliably to avoid electric shock. 

⚫ Never carry it by holding the cable or motor shaft to avoid injury. 

⚫ Forbidden to apply strong impact on the motor shaft to avoid malfunction. 

⚫ Forbidden to apply strong impact to the servo to avoid malfunction. 

⚫ Ensure the stability of the installation and assembly of the servo to avoid fire or personal accidents 

during earthquakes, which may cause electric shock, injury or fire. 

⚫ Forbidden to modify, disassemble and repair the servo without authorization to avoid injury and 

malfunction. 

Precautions for use 

⚫ Troubleshooting to ensure safety when any error occurs, clear the error and restart to avoid injury. 

⚫ Use the servo in accordance with the rated voltage specifications to avoid electric shock, injury, or 

fire. 
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⚫ According to product requirements and rated output parameters, install correctly and properly to avoid 

injury or malfunction. 

⚫ Please use the motor and driver in accordance with the recommended specified combination to avoid 

fire. 

⚫ Do not greatly adjust or change the gain of the drive. The operation of the machine must be stable to 

avoid injury. 

⚫ Do not switch off the main power of the drive frequently to avoid electric shock, injury, malfunction 

or damage. 

⚫ Forbidden to stand on top of the servo or pile up debris to cause electric shock, injury, malfunction or 

damage. 

⚫ Forbidden to pile up debris in front of the heat dissipation holes to avoid electric shock or fire. 

Precautions for operation 

⚫ When using on a vertical axis, please set up a safety device to avoid falling under conditions such as 

alarm, error, and overtravel. In addition, please set the stop setting of servo lock when overtravel 

occurs, so as not to cause the workpiece to fall in an abnormal state. 

⚫ When the power supply is restored after a power failure, the drive may start suddenly, please do not 

approach the machine. For restarting, corresponding mechanical design must be carried out to ensure 

personal safety and avoid injury. 

⚫ To prevent accidents during trial operation, please conduct a no-load trial operation on the servo motor 

to avoid injury. 

⚫ When using the brake motor, ensure that the brake is in the released state to move, so as to avoid 

damage to the servo motor. 

⚫ When the motor is running, do not touch the motor to avoid injury. 

⚫ During trial operation, first fix the motor and separate it from the mechanical system before 

confirming that it operates normally, and then install it on the mechanical system to avoid injury. 

 
NOTE 

Environment 

Humidity ≤90% (Non-condensing) 

Operating temperature 0～+50°С（No frost） 

Storage temperature -20～+65°С 

Altitude Altitude Below 1000m 

Vibration Less than 0.5G (4.9m/s) 10-60HZ (non-continuous operation) 

Air environment No corrosive, flammable gas, no oil mist 

Precautions for scrapping 

When disposing of scrapped servo and its parts, please note: 

●﹣Whole machine: Please treat the server as an industrial waste. 

●﹣Electrolytic capacitor: The electrolytic capacitor in the servo may explode when burned. 

●﹣Plastics: Plastic, rubber and other products on the servo may produce harmful and toxic gases when 

burned. Please be prepared for protection when burning 
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Chapter 2 Products Overview 

2.1 Servo drive model description 

 

     
Company Code Products series: 

SD1 

Drive type: 

B: B frame 

C: C frame 

D: D frame 

E: E frame 

Voltage: 

S: 220V 

E: 380V 

Max. output current: 

076: 7.6A 

100: 10A 

2.2 Name of the driver’s parts 

 

Diagram 2.1 Names of the driver’s parts 

2.3 Servo drive model and specifications 

Drive model 
EMSD1-B EMSD1-C EMSD1-D EMSD1-E 

S016 S028 S055 S076 S100 S180 S260 

Input voltage of main circuit Single /Three phase 220V（-15%~+10V）50/60Hz 

Input voltage of control circuit Single phase 220V（-15%~+10V）50/60Hz 

Max. continuous working 

Current /A 
1.6 2.8 5.5 7.6 10.0 18.0 26.0 

Max. instantaneous output 

current /A 
4.8 8.4 16.5 22.8 30.0 54.0 78.0 

Encoder feedback 
17bit absolute encoder 

23bit absolute encoder 

Max. motor power/kW 0.2 0.4 0.75 1.0 1.5 3.0 5.0 
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2.4 Specifications of servo drive 

Item Specifications 

Input power 

Main 

circuit 
Single/Three phase 220V（-15%~+10V）50/60Hz 

Control 

circuit 
Single phase 220V（-15%~+10V）50/60Hz 

Control Mode 

(1) Position control 

(2) Speed control 

(3) Torque control 

(4) Position/Speed control 

(5) Position/Torque control 

(6) Speed/Torque control 

Encoder feedback 
17bit absolute encoder 

23bit absolute encoder 

Control 

Signal 

Input 

10 Programmable DI input: 

(1) Servo enable(SRV-ON) 

(2) Emergency stop 

(3) Alarm and fault reset 

(4) Pulse prohibited 

(5) Control mode switch 

(6) Position deviation counter clear 

(7) Internal command 1(INTCMD1) 

(8) Internal command 2 (INTCMD2) 

(9) Internal command 3 (INTCMD3) 

(10) Internal command 4 (INTCMD4) 

(11) Internal command trigger 

(12) Speed command direction selection 

(13) Gain switching 

(14) Speed command zero fixed enable 

(15) Electronic gear ratio numerator selection 1 

(16) Electronic gear ratio numerator selection 2 

(17) Forward JOG 

(18) Negative JOG 

(19) Prohibit forward drive 

(20) Prohibit reverse drive 

(22) Torque command direction selection 

(23) External detector input 

(24) Return to Origin 

(25) Internal torque limit 2 

Output 

4 Programmable DO output: 

(1) Servo ready 

(2) Motor zero speed 

(3) Positioning arrival 

(4) Location close 

(5) Alarm output 

(6) Brake control 

(7) Motor rotation 

(8) Warning output 

(9) Speed approaching 

(10) Consistent speed 

(11) Torque limit 

(12) Speed limit 

(13) Consistent torque 

(14) Return to Origin 

(15) Servo enable 

Analog signal input 2 input: 
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(1) AI1 

(2) AI2 

Pulse signal 

Input 

2 input: 

Optical coupler input: receive differential signal or collector open circuit 

signal through optocoupler circuit. 

Output 

4 output: 

3 linear driver outputs 

1 open collector output 

Position control 

(1) External pulse input: 

Input form:1) Quadrature pulse A+B phase; 2) CCW pulse+ CW pulse; 3) 

Pulse + direction. 

Electronic gear ratio range: 1~230 

(2) 16-segment internal command 

Speed control 

(1) Digital speed input 

(2) Analog AI1/AI2 input 

(3) 16-segment internal command 

Torque control 

(1) Digital torque input 

(2) Analog AI1/AI2 input 

(3) 16-segment internal command 

Communication 
RS485 1:n Communication (n≤31) 

RS232 1:1 Communication 

Display 6-digit LED display, 5 keys, 1 LED light 

Brake 

B frame: no built in resistor(External only)  

C/D frame: built in resistor(External option) 

E frame: no built in resistor(External only) 

Monitoring function 
Motor speed, torque, position deviation, command pulse accumulation、
current position of motor, input/output IO signal, DC bus voltage, etc. 

Protection function 

Short circuit, over current, under voltage, over voltage, overload, overheating, 

phase sequence error, encoder fault, position deviation, power failure 

protection, etc. 

Temperature 
Operation: 0℃~50℃(No dewing) 

Storage: -20℃~65℃(Max. temperature: 80℃ 72 hours) 

Humidity Operation and storage both should at 90%RH below(No dewing) 

Altitude 1000mbelow sea level 

Vibration 
0.5G（4.9m/s²）below, 10~60Hz(Can not be used continuously at resonance 

frequency) 
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Chapter 3 Installation and Wiring 

3.1 Servo drive installation 

EMSD1 series servo drive is base mounted. If it is not installed properly, it may also cause malfunction. 

Please install it correctly according to the following precautions. 

(1) Environment  

■Temperature: 0~50℃; 

■Humidity: less than 90% RH(No dewing) 

■The altitude is not more than 1000m; 

■The vibration limit is 4.9m/s2; 

■The impact limit is 19.6m/s2; 

■No steam, water droplets, floating metal particles, electromagnetic noise interference, corrosive gas, 

flammable gas, oil mist, dust, etc 

(2) Installation direction 

The installation direction should be vertical to the mounting surface. The servo driver is firmly fixed on the 

base surface through two mounting holes. If necessary, a fan can be installed for forced cooling of the servo 

driver. 

 
Diagram 3.1 Servo drive installation direction  

(3) Installation dimension 

 
Diagram 3.2 Servo drive structure and installation dimension  

Adaptive 

frame 

Outline and installation dimensions (Unit: mm) 

W H D W1 H1 d 

EMSD1-B 55 150 130 43.6 140 Φ5.5 

EMSD1-C 65 150 170 50.0 140 Φ5.5 

EMSD1-D 85 150 170 70.0 140 Φ5.5 

EMSD1-E 105 190 210 80.0 205 Φ5.0 
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(4) Installation interval 

a) Single drive installation 

The installation interval of a single drive is shown in diagram 3.3: 

 
Diagram 3.3 Single drive installation interval 

b) Multiple drives installation 

If need to install multiple servo drives side by side in the control cabinet, please install and dissipate heat 

according to the spacing shown in the figure below. 

■Installation direction of the servo drive 

The front side of the servo drive (connection surface), face the operator and make it perpendicular to the 

installation base. 

■Cooling 

There should be enough space around the servo drive to ensure, the effect of cooling by fan or natural 

convection. 

■When installing side by side  

 
 

Diagram 3.4 Multiple drives installation interval 

As shown in the figure above, there should be more than 10mm on both sides space, keep the control cabinet 

above 40mm in the vertical direction, the temperature inside is kept uniform to avoid local if the internal 

temperature is too high, if necessary, please install forced cooling convection fan on upper part of servo 

drive.  
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3.2 Connection of peripheral equipments 

The application of servo drive should be provided with some peripheral equipment. Using proper peripheral 

can guarantee the servo drive’s stable operation. 

 
Diagram 3.3 Connection of peripheral equipment 

Warning: 

(1) If the servo drive built in brake resistor, please short connect B2 and B3. If connect external brake resistor, 

please connect B1 and B2. 

(2) Single phase 220V input power supply: please connect L1, L3. 

(3) Three phase 220V input power supply: please connect L1,L2,L3 

(4) Cable length: Control cable length within 1m; motor power and encoder cable within 20m. 

(5) Check whether U,V,W wiring is correct, three-phase terminal sequence can not be changed to reverse the 

motor. 

(6) The polarity of diodes installed at both ends of relay coil of output signal and control motor brake for 

absorbing transient electric potential should be connected correctly, otherwise, the failure of output signal 

or circuit damage will be caused. 
(7) In order to prevent the wrong action caused by noise, please add isolation transformer and noise filter to 

the power supply. 
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(8) Please wire the power line (strong current circuit of power line, motor line, etc.) from encoder and control 

signal line by more than 30cm, and do not place it in the same distribution pipe. 

3.2.1 Wiring of Main circuit 

Wiring of main circuit as below: 

1. Servo drive B,C,D frame (220V) 

 
Diagram 3.4 B,C,D frame wiring of main circuit 

2. Servo drive E frame (220V) 

 
Diagram 3.5 E frame wiring of main circuit 
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When wiring the main circuit, the handle lever (accessories) or screw driver(blade width of 3.0mm ~ 3.5mm) 

can be used to insert or pull out the cable from the terminal connector, as shown in the following diagram: 

  

3.3 Encoder wiring 

 

Diagram 3.6 Wiring of encoder 

Note *: For the pin number, the letter is the pin number of aviation plug, and the number is the pin number of 

plastic plug. 
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Chapter 4 Position Control Mode 

4.1 Wiring of control signal X4 connector 

 
Diagram 5.2 Wiring of control signal in position control mode 

4.2 Interface circuit 

4.2.1 Input circuit 

Common input signal interface(SI) 

• Connect to the contacts of switches and relays, or open collector output transistors. 

• When using the contact input, in order to the input signal reliably operate, small current type switches and 

relays are required. 

• In order to ensure the input signal reliable operation, the control power supply (12-24V) should be able to 

ensure that the minimum output voltage value is higher than 11.4V at the maximum load 
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• The circuit connected to the open emitter output transistor is shown as below: 

 
Pulse train input circuit（PI） 

(1) Differential input driver I/F (Maximum input pulse frequency: 500Mpps) 

• This signal transmission method has better anti-noise performance. 

• It is recommended to use this method to ensure reliable transmission of pulse signals. 

 
(2) Open collector gate I/F (input pulse frequency: 200kpps) 

• This method uses an external control signal power supply (). 

• In this method, a current limiting resistor that conforms to the power supply is required. 

• Connect the adjusting resistor as follows, the resistor should be a metal film resistor, 5% accuracy, 1/2W 

VDC Specification   

5V 120  1/2W  VDC-1.5

R+220
=10mA 

12V 1K  1/2W  

24V 2K  1/2W   
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(3) Open collector gate I/F (input pulse frequency: 200kpps) 

• For the host computer with 24V control power supply, you can use the built-in current-limiting resistor . No 

external current-limiting resistor is needed, just wiring asbelow 

 
 

Analog command input(AI) 

The analog command is input from two lines, namely AI1 (Pin 14) and AI2 (Pin 16) 

• The maximum allowable input voltage for each input is 10V. The input impedance is shown in the figure. 

• When using a variable resistor (VR) and resistor R to form a simple command circuit, connect the circuit as 

shown. When the input variable range is -10V~+10V, VR is 2KΩ, type B potentiometer, 1/2W or slightly larger, 

R is 200Ω, metal film resistance is 1/2W or slightly larger. 

• The analog command input is as follows: 

（1）ADC1: analog 16bit (AI1), (including 1bit label bit), normal servo is 12bit, ±10V. 

（2）ADC2:12bit（AI2）, 12bit, 0~+10V or -10V~0V. 

 

 

4.2.2 Output circuit 

Common output circuit(TO) 

• The output circuit is composed of an open collector gate output, which can be connected to a small current 

relay or optocoupler circuit. 

• When the output is valid, the saturation voltage drop of the output voltage Vce is about 1V. 

• There are two output methods, one is led out independently by the emitter of the output transistor , and the 

other is internally connected to the negative pole (COM-) of the control power supply. 

• If the normal working current of the input optocoupler connected to the control terminal is 10mA, and the 

control terminal needs an external current-limiting resistor, the current-limiting resistor R value can be 

calculated using the formula in the figure. 
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Themaximum output voltage of the output circuit cannot exceed 30V and the maximum current must be limited 

to 50mA or less. When driving a load such as a relay, it is necessary to verify whether the output drivecapability 

of the output circuit can drive the load normally. 

 

Line driver (differential output) output(PO1) 

• Differentially amplify each encoder output signal (A, B and Z phase) through each line driver. 

• Use the line receiver to receive on the host side. Connect a terminal resistance (330Ω) to the differential 

receiver input. 

• The output is not isolated from the internal digital ground of theservo 

  
Open collector output(PO2) 

• Amplify the Z-phase signal in the encoder signal with an open collector gate. The output is not isolated from 

the internal digital ground of the server. 

• Use a high-speed connector on the host side to receive the output because the pulse width of the Z-

phasesignal is very narrow  
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4.3 Input signal and number of control signal interface X4 

4.3.1 Common input signals and functions 

Code Signal Pin Default 

Position control 

mode 

Speed control 

mode 

Torque control 

mode 

Signal Logic Signal Logic Signal Logic 

PAr400 SI1 29 1 SRV-ON NO SRV-ON NO SRV-ON NO 

PAr401 SI2 33 4 INH NO INTCMD1 NO -  

PAr402 SI3 30 6 CL NO INTCMD2 NO -  

PAr403 SI4 28 13 GAIN NO INTCMD3 NO -  

PAr404 SI5 31 3 A_CLR NO A_CLR NO A_CLR NO 

PAr405 SI6 9 19 POT NC POT NC POT NC 

PAr406 SI7 8 20 NOT NC NOT NC NOT NC 

PAr407 SI8 26 0 - NO ZEROSPD NC -  

PAr462 SI9 32 5 C_MODE NO C_MODE NO C_MODE NO 

PAr463 SI10 27 10 INTCMD4 NO INTCMD4 NO INTCMD4 NO 

 

Input signals that can be defined in position mode: 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

port 

Control signal 

power 

 

COM+ 7 

·Connect to the positive pole (+) of the external DC power 

supply (12～24V). 

·Please use 12～24V (±5%) for the power supply. 

 

COM- 41 

·Connect to the negative pole (-) of  external DC power supply 

(12～24V). 

·The capacity of the power supply depends on the combined 

application of the I/O signal, and it shouldn't be less than 0.5A. 

 

Reverse 

direction 

travel limit 

 

NOT 8 

·This pin can be used to input the over-travel inhibit signal in 

the CW (clockwise) direction. 

·When the over-travel inhibit function is enabled, when the 

moving parts of the equipment cross the limit switch in the CW 

direction, the NOT signal is disconnected from the COM-, so that 

the drive in the CW direction is prohibited. 

SI 

Positive 

travel limit 
POT 9 The meaning and usage are the same as the NOT signal. SI 

Servo enable 
SRV-

ON 
29 

·This signal is shorted-circuited with COM- to enter the servo 

enable state (the motor is powered on). 

·After this signal is short-circuited with COM-, please input the 

command pulse after 100ms at least. 

·If the connection with COM- is disconnected, the servo system 

enters the disabled state (no current enters the motor). 

note: 

·The servo enable signal is only valid after the power is turned 

on for about 2 seconds (please refer to the timing diagram). 

·Do not use the servo enable signal (ON/OFF) to start or stop 

the motor. 

·Please input the pulse command for 100ms at least after the 

servo enable signal is turned on 

SI 

Error clear A-CLR 31 

If the connection between this signal and COM- remains closed 

for more than 120ms, the error status can be cleared. When the 

error is cleared, the content of the deviation counter will also be 

cleared. If the error status continues, or it is a hardware error that 

cannot be cleared, it may not be cleared with this signal. 

SI 
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Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

port 

Control mode 

switch 

C-

MODE 
32 

If the parameter PAr001 (control mode selection) is set to 3～5, 

the selection of control mode is shown in the following table: 

PAr001 

value 

C-MODE and COM-

open circuit 

(Select the first 

control mode) 

C-MODE and COM-

short circuit 

(Select the second 

control mode) 

3 Position control Speed control 

4 Position control Torque control 

5 Speed control Torque control 

Note: When using the C-MODE signal to switch the control 

mode, the operation of the motor may change drastically due to 

the different commands of the corresponding control mode. 

SI 

Clear 

deviation 

counter 
CL 30 *Note that this input signal is only valid in position mode. SI 

Gain 

switching or 

torque limit 

switching 

GAIN 28 This input pin can be used to switch the first and second gains. SI 

Command 

pulse 

prohibited 

input 

INH 33 

*Note that this input signal is only valid in position mode. 

It can be used to prohibit the input of command pulse (INH 

signal). 

Once this pin is disconnected from the COM- signal, the input of 

the position command pulse will be shielded. 

SI 

Electronic 

gear ratio 

molecular 

selection 1 

GNUM

2 
28 

 

SI 

Electronic 

gear ratio 

molecular 

selection 2 

GNUM

2 
- SI 

Internal 

command 1 

INTC

MD1 
-  SI 

Internal 

command 2 

INTC

MD2 
-  SI 

Internal 

command 3 

INTC

MD3 
-  SI 

Internal 

command 4 

INTC

MD4 
27  SI 

4.3.2 Pulse train input signals and their functions 

Pulse circuit interface 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

Port 

Command 

pulse input 1 

PULS1 3 
• In control modes that do not require pulse commands, such as 

speed and torque control, it is invalid. 

• The maximum pulse frequency allowed for input is 2Mpps 

(differential circuit input), or 200kpps (open collector input). 

• Through the combination setting of PAr006 (command pulse 

rotation direction setting) and PAr007 (command pulse input 

mode), 3 different command pulse input forms can be selected. 

1) 2-phase quadrature pulse (A phase + B phase); 

2) Double pulse: CW pulse (PULS) + CCW pulse (SIGN); 

  

PULS2 4 

Command 

pulse input 2 

SIGN1 5 

SIGN2 6 
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Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

Port 

3) Pulse + direction: command pulse (PULS) + command 

direction (SIGN). 

 

Command pulse input form: 

PAr006 PAr007 Command pulse type 
Signal 

name 
CCW command CW command 

0 

0 or 2 

2-phase quadrature 

pulse with 90o 

difference (A+B-

phase) 

PULS 

SIGN 

  

1 
CW pulse + CCW 

pulse 

PULS 

SIGN 
 

3 Pulse + direction 
PULS 

SIGN 
 

1 

0 or 2 

2-phase quadrature 

pulse with 90o 

difference (A+B-

phase) 

PULS 

SIGN 

  

1 
CW pulse + CCW 

pulse 

PULS 

SIGN 
 

3 Pulse + direction 
PULS 

SIGN 
 

 

*The maximum allowable input frequency of the command pulse input signal and the minimum necessary time 

width. 

PULS/SIGN signal input I/F 
Allowable input 

maximum 

frequency 

Minimum necessary time width(us) 

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 

Optocoupler 

input pulse train 

interface 

Differential drive 

interface(5V) 
500kpps 1 1 2 1 1 1 

Open collector 

interface(24V) 
200kpps 2.5 2.5 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Please control the command pulse input signal frequency within 4MHz, and the duration of high and low levels 

shall not be less than 0.15uS.  

 

4.3.3 Analog input signals and functions 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

Analog input 

1 
AI1 14 

The function of this pin depends on different control modes and 

parameter settings. 

The resolution of the AD converter of this signal: 16 bits 

(including one sign bit) for the analog quantity special type. The 

general model is 12 bits. 

The analog input can be set to the following functions: 

1. SPR 

SPR is the speed command analog input in speed mode. 
2. TRQR 

TRQR is the analog input of torque command in torque mode. 

AI 
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Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

3. SPL 

SPL is the speed limit analog input in torque mode. 

Analog input 

2 
AI2 16 

The function of this pin depends on different control modes and 

parameter settings. 

The resolution of the AD converter of this signal is 12 bits 

(including one sign bit). 

±2047（LSB）＝±11.9V, 1（LSB）≈5mV. 

4.4 Output signal and number of control signal interface X4 

4.4.1 Common output signals and their functions 

The default settings and functions of the output signal are as follows: 

Code Signal Pin Default 

Position control 

mode 

Speed control 

mode 

Torque control 

mode 

Signal Signal Signal 

PAr410 SO1 10,11 6 BRK-OFF BRK-OFF BRK-OFF 

PAr409 SO2 34,35 1 S-RDY S-RDY S-RDY 

PAr412 SO3 36,37 5 ALM ALM ALM 

PAr411 SO4 38,39 3 INP AT-Speed AT-Speed 

 

The output functions that can be set in position mode are as follows: 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

Brake release 

BRK-

OFF+ 
11 

Please set the timing of the motor holding brake action first. 

When the holding brake is released, this output transistor turns on. 

TO 

BRK-

OFF- 
10 

Servo ready 

S-RDY+ 35 When the control power supply/main power supply is turned on 

and no error occurs, the server is in a power-on state and the output 

transistor is turned on. 
S-RDY- 34 

Servo error 
ALM+ 37 When an error condition occurs, this output transistor is turned off. 

ALM- 36 

Positioning 

completed 

INP+ 39 This output state is only valid in position mode. 

Positioning complete signal (INP). INP- 38 

4.4.2 Feedback pulse output signals and their functions 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

A phase 

output 

OA+ 21 • Output the encoder signal or external feedback device signal 

(A, B, Z phase) after frequency division processing, which is 

equivalent to RS422 signal. The frequency divider circuit uses 

the AM26LS31 differential drive circuit. 

• You can use the parameters PAr020 (the number of output 

feedback pulses per motor rotation) to set the number of pulses 

output from the feedback signal interface per revolution of the 

motor. 

• he logic relationship between the output phase B signal and 

phase A can be set with parameter PAr012 (inverted feedback 

pulse logic). 

• The ground of the differential driver of this output circuit is 

directly connected to the signal ground (GND) without 

isolation. 

PO 

OA- 22 

B phase 

output 

OB+ 48 

OB- 49 

Z phase 

output 

OZ+ 23 

OZ- 24 
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Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

• The highest frequency of output pulse is 4Mpps (after 4 times 

frequency). 

Z phase 

output 
CZ 19 

• Output Z phase signal open collector signal. 

• The emitter of this output transistor is connected to the servo 

signal ground (GND) without isolation.. 

4.4.3 Other output signals and their functions 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

port 

Shell ground FG 50 Internally connected to the ground terminal on the drive. 

 

Signal ground GND 

13 

15 

17 

25 

Signal ground. The internal is isolated from the control power 

supply (COM-). 

4.5 Setting parameters and operation of position loop function 

1: Type setting and wiring of command pulse 

Wire the ordinary input ports, output ports, and pulse ports according to the controller and system requirements. 

For common input and output ports, please refer to the content of the previous section for parameter setting 

and wiring. 

For general applications, it should be connected in accordance with this chapter "Pulse Input Circuit: Partial 

Wiring of Pulse Train Interface Circuit 1 (Using Optocoupler Circuit)". 

The wiring of optocoupler circuit-pulse train interface circuit 1 can be divided into the following three types 

according to different types of upper computer signal output: 

(1) Differential input driver I/F (input pulse frequency: 500Mpps) 

• This signal transmission method has better anti-noise performance. 

• It isrecommended to use this method to ensure reliable transmission of pulse 

 
(2) Open collector gate I/F (input pulse frequency: 200kpps) 

• This method uses an external control signal power supply (). 

• In this method, a current limiting resistor that conforms to the power supply is required. 

• Connect the adjusting resistor as follows. The resistor should be a metal film resistor with 5% accuracy and 

1/2W. 

 

VDC Specification   

5V 120  1/2W  VDC-1.5

R+220
=10mA 

12V 1K  1/2W  

24V 2K  1/2W   
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（3）Open collector gate I/F (input pulse frequency: 200kpps) 

•For the 24V control power supply, the internal current limiting resistor of the servo can be used, and no 

external current limiting resistor is needed, please connect as shown below. 

 

 
2: And setPAr007correctlyaccordingtothe pulseformofthehostcomputer.See the table below: 

PAr007 Command pulse type 
Signal 

name 
CCW command CW command 

0 or 2 

2-phase quadrature 

pulse with 90o 

difference (A+B-phase) 

PULS 

SIGN 

  

1 CW pulse + CCW pulse 
PULS 

SIGN 
 

3 Pulse + direction 
PULS 

SIGN 
 

 

3: If the motor is found to be inconsistent with the required direction of rotation during the trial run, 

the parameter PAr006 command pulse direction setting should be reversed, that is, if the setting value 

is 0, set it to and if the setting value is 1, set it to 0. 

 

4: Set the electronic gear ratio correctly 

If the servo motor can run but the motor speed is different from the design value, check whether the electronic 

gear ratio of the servo is correct. The electronic gear ratio of the server is determined by the following three 

parameters: 

PAr008 PAr010 PAr012 Command frequency multiplication 

processing 

1~1048576 
— 

(No influence) 

— 

(No influence) 
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*It has nothing to do with the settings of PAr009 and 

010, and the processing in the figure above is 

performed on the basis of the set value of PAr008. 

0 

0 1~1073741824  
*When PAr008 and PAr010 are both 0, the above 

figure processing is performed on the basis of the set 

value of PAr012. 

1~1073741824 1~1073741824  
*When PAr008 is 0 and PAr010≠0, the above 

figure is processed based on the set values of 

PAr010 and 012 

The default value ofPAr008 is 10000, which means that the motor makes one rotation every time 10000 pulses 

are received. If you can know the number of pulses per rotation of the controller, you don't need to set the 

values of PAr009 and PAr010, and directly set the value of PAr008 to pulses per rotation. 

 

5: If the host computer needs to receive servo feedback pulses, you need to set the number of feedback 

pulses 

If the number of feedback pulses sent by the servo to the host computer is inconsistent with the requirements 

of the host computer, the servo feedback pulse should be set correctly. The setting method is as follows: 

Par020 Feedback pulse output processing 

1~1048576  
The set pulse output resolution per rotation cannot be higher than the actual resolution 

of the encoder. 

1、The setting value of PAr020 is equivalent to the number of encoder lines equivalent to the feedback pulse. 

For example, the default setting value of PAr020 is 2500, which means that the feedback pulse is 

2500x4=10000 pulses/turn. 

4.6 Trial run in position control mode 

1. Inspection before trial operation 

1) Wiring check 

Including whether the power input wiring is correct, whether the motor output wiring is correct, whether 

there is a short circuit/grounding error in the wiring, and whether the connection is secure. 

2) Whether the power of the servo matches the motor, and whether the rated voltage of the servo matches 

the input voltage. 

3) Whether the installation of the motor is firm, whether it will cause damage to persons and equipment 

when the motor is running during trial rotation, and whether there is an emergency stop device. 

4) To ensure safety, the servo motor should be separated from the mechanical system. 

5) Whether the motor brake is released. 

 

2. Trial run by connecting the control signal interface X4 

1) Connect CN X4. 

2) Connect the power supply (DC 12-24V) to the control signal (COM+, COM-) of the X4 plug. 

3) Add control power to the driver. 

4) Confirm whether the default value of the parameter is normal. 

5) Use parameter PAr007 (command pulse input mode setting) to match the pulse output form ofthe main 

controller. 

6) According to the pulse output type of the main controller, connect to the pulse input port of the servo. 

7) Connect on-state inputs of the servo (SRV-ON, CN X4 pin 29) and COM- to make the drive enter the on-

state and power on the motor. 
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8) Use the main controller to give low-frequency pulses to make the motor run at low speed. If there is an 

abnormality during operation, it is necessary to disconnect the servo power and control power in time. 

9) Check the motor rotation speed in the monitor mode, check whether the rotation speed is consistent with 

the setting, and whether the motor stops when the command pulse is stopped. 

10) If the motor can't run correctly, please refer to the related "Fault and Abnormal Handling" chapter to check. 

11) If the motor response is too slow or vibrates, you can refer to the "Adjustment" chapter for automatic and 

manual gain adjustment. 

 

3. The wiring diagram is as follows: 
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Chapter 5 Speed Control Mode 

5.1 Connection of control signal interface X4 

 
图 6.2 Wiring of control signal in spped control mode  

5.2 Interface circuit 

5.2.1 Input circuit 

Common input signal interface(SI) 

• Connect to the contacts of switches and relays, or open collector output transistors. 

• When using the contact input, in order to the input signal reliably operate, small current type switches and 

relays are required. 

• In order to ensure the input signal reliable operation, the control power supply (12-24V) should be able to 

ensure that the minimum output voltage value is higher than 11.4V at the maximum load 
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Analog command input(AI) 

The analog command is input from two lines, namely AI1 (14 pin) and AI2 (16 pin). 

• The maximum allowable input voltage for each input is 10V. The input impedance is shown in the figure. 

• When using a variable resistor (VR) and resistor R to form a simple command circuit, connect the circuit as 

shown. When the input variable range is -10V~+10V, VR is 2KΩ, type B potentiometer, 1/2W or slightly 

larger, R is 200Ω, metal film resistance is 1/2W or slightly larger. 

• The analog command input is as follows: 

(1) ADC1: analog 16bit (SPR/TRQR), (including 1bit label bit), normal servo is 12bit, 10V. 

(2) ADC2:12bit（CCWTL, CWTL）, 12bit, 0~+10V or -10V~0V. 

 

 

5.2.2 Output circuit 

Common output circuit(TO) 

• The output circuit is composed of an open collector gate output, which can be connected to a small current relay 

or optocoupler circuit. 

• When the output is valid, the saturation voltage drop of the output voltage Vce is about 1V. 

• There are two output methods, one is led out independently by the emitter of the output transistor , and the other 

is internally connected to the negative pole (COM-) of the control power supply. 

• If the normal working current of the input optocoupler connected to the control terminal is 10mA, and the control 

terminal needs an external current-limiting resistor, the current-limiting resistor R value can be calculated using 

the formula in the figure. 
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The maximum output voltage of the output circuit cannot exceed 30V and the maximum current must be 

limited to 50mA or less. When driving a load such as a relay, it is necessary to verify whether the output 

drivecapability of the output circuit can drive the load normally. 

 

Line driver (differential output) output(PO1) 

• Differentially amplify each encoder output signal (A, B and Z phase) through each line driver. 

• Use the line receiver to receive on the host side. Connect a terminal resistance (330Ω) to the differential 

receiver input.. 

• The output is not isolated from the internal digital ground of the 

 
 

Open collector gate output(PO2) 

• Amplify the Z-phase signal in the encoder signal with an open collector gate. The output is not isolated from 

the internal digital ground of the server. 

• Use a high-speed connector on the host side to receive the output because the pulse width of the Z-phase. 

 

5.3 Input signal and number of control signal interface X4 

5.3.1 Common input signals and their functions 

Code Signal Pin Default 

Position control 

mode 

Speed control 

mode 

Torque control 

mode 

Signal Logic Signal Logic Signal Logic 

PAr400 SI1 29 1 SRV-ON NO SRV-ON NO SRV-ON NO 

PAr401 SI2 33 7 INH NO INTCMD1 NO -  

PAr402 SI3 30 8 CL NO INTCMD2 NO -  

PAr403 SI4 28 9 GAIN NO INTCMD3 NO -  

PAr404 SI5 31 3 A_CLR NO A_CLR NO A_CLR NO 

PAr405 SI6 9 19 POT NC POT NC POT NC 

PAr406 SI7 8 20 NOT NC NOT NC NOT NC 
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PAr407 SI8 26 14 - NO ZEROSPD NC -  

PAr462 SI9 32 5 C_MODE NO C_MODE NO C_MODE NO 

PAr463 SI10 27 10 INTCMD4 NO INTCMD4 NO INTCMD4 NO 

 

Input signals that can be defined in speed mode: 

 Signal 

name 
Signal Pin Function 

I/O 

port 

Control signal 

power 

COM+ 7 

• Connect to the positive pole (+) of the external DC power 

supply (12～24V). 

• Please use 12～24V (±5%) for the power supply. 

— 

COM- 41 

• Connect to the negative pole (-) of  external DC power supply 

(12～24V). 

• The capacity of the power supply depends on the combined 

application of the I/O signal, and it shouldn't be less than 0.5A. 

Reverse 

direction 

travel limit 

 

NOT 8 

• This pin can be used to input the over-travel inhibit signal in 

the CW (clockwise) direction. 

• When the over-travel inhibit function is enabled, when the 

moving parts of the equipment cross the limit switch in the CW 

direction, the NOT signal is disconnected from the COM-, so 

that the drive in the CW direction is prohibited. 

SI 

Positive 

travel limit 
POT 9 The meaning and usage are the same as the NOT signal. SI 

Servo enable 
SRV-

ON 
29 

• This signal is shorted-circuited with COM- to enter the servo 

enable state (the motor is powered on). 

• After this signal is short-circuited with COM-, please input the 

command pulse after 100ms at least. 

• If the connection with COM- is disconnected, the servo system 

enters the disabled state (no current enters the motor). 

Note: 

• The servo enable signal is only valid after the power is turned 

on for about 2 seconds (please refer to the timing diagram). 

• Do not use the servo enable signal (ON/OFF) to start or stop 

the motor. 

• Please input the pulse command for 100ms at least after the 

servo enable signal is turned on 

SI 

Error clear A-CLR 
 

31 

If the connection between this signal and COM- remains closed 

for more than 120ms, the error status can be cleared. When the 

error is cleared, the content of the deviation counter will also be 

cleared. If the error status continues, or it is a hardware error that 

cannot be cleared, it may not be cleared with this signal. 

SI 

Control mode 

switch 

C-

MODE 
32 

If the parameter PAr001 (control mode selection) is set to 3～5, 

the selection of control mode is shown in the following table: 

PAr001 

value 

C-MODE and COM-

open circuit 

(Select the first 

control mode) 

C-MODE and COM-

short circuit 

(Select the second 

control mode) 

3 Position control Speed control 

4 Position control Torque control 

5 Speed control Torque control 

Note: When using the C-MODE signal to switch the control 

mode, the operation of the motor may change drastically due to 

the different commands of the corresponding control mode. 

SI 
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Clear 

deviation 

counter 

CL 30 *Note that this input signal is only valid in position mode. SI 

Gain 

switching or 

torque limit 

switching 

GAIN 28 This input pin can be used to switch the first and second gains. SI 

Command 

pulse 

prohibited 

input 

INH 33 

*Note that this input signal is only valid in position mode. 

It can be used to prohibit the input of command pulse (INH 

signal). 

Once this pin is disconnected from the COM- signal, the input of 

the position command pulse will be shielded. 

SI 

Gain 

switching or 

torque limit 

switching 

DIV1 28 

*Note that this input signal is only valid in position mode. 

This input signal can select the numerator of the command pulse 

division/multiplication setting. 

You can use DIV1, DIV2 to switch the numerator of the command 

division/multiplication frequency, as shown in the following 

table: 

SI 

Command 

pulse 

prohibited 

input 

DIV2 - Same as above SI 

5.3.2 Internal speed selection for speed control 

PAr300 Speed command selection 

0 PAr301 

1 Analog speed command (AI1) 

2 Analog speed command (AI2) 

3 Internal speed command 

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th 

INTCMD1 Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On 

INTCMD2 Off Off On On Off Off On On Off Off On On Off Off On On 

INTCMD3 Off Off Off Off On On On On Off Off Off Off On On On On 

INTCMD4 Off Off Off Off Off Off Off Off On On On On On On On On 

5.3.3 Analog input signals and their functions 

Signal 

name 
Signal Pin Function 

I/O  

port 

Analog 

input 1 
AI1 14 

The function of this pin depends on different control modes and 

parameter settings. 

The resolution of the AD converter of this signal: 16 bits (including 

one sign bit) for the analog quantity special type. The general 

model is 12 bits. 

The analog input can be set to the following functions: 

1. SPR 

SPR is the speed command analog input in speed mode. 

AI 
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2. TRQR 

TRQR is the analog input of torque command in torque mode. 

3. SPL 

SPL is the speed limit analog input in torque mode. 

Analog 

input 2 
AI2 16 

The function of this pin depends on different control modes and 

parameter settings. 

The resolution of the AD converter of this signal is 12 bits 

(including one sign bit). 

±2047（LSB）＝±11.9V, 1（LSB）≈5mV. 

AI 

5.4 Output signal and number of control signal interface X4 

5.4.1 Common output signals and their functions 

The default settings and functions of the output signal are as follows: 

Code Signal Pin Default 

Position control 

mode 

Speed control 

mode 

Torque control 

mode 

Signal Signal Signal 

PAr410 SO1 10,11 6 BRK-OFF BRK-OFF BRK-OFF 

PAr409 SO2 34,35 1 S-RDY S-RDY S-RDY 

PAr412 SO3 36,37 5 ALM ALM ALM 

PAr411 SO4 38,39 3 INP AT-Speed AT-Speed 

 

The output functions that can be set in position mode are as follows 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

Brake release 

BRK-

OFF+ 
11 

Please set the timing of the motor holding brake action first. 

When the holding brake is released, this output transistor turns on. 

TO 

BRK-

OFF- 
10 

Servo ready 

S-RDY+ 35 When the control power supply/main power supply is turned on 

and no error occurs, the server is in a power-on state and the output 

transistor is turned on. 
S-RDY- 34 

Servo error 
ALM+ 37 When an error condition occurs, this output transistor is turned off. 

ALM- 36 

Positioning 

completed 

AT-

SPEED+ 
39 

This output state is only valid in speed mode and torque mode. 

Output speed arrival signal (AT-SPEED). 

If the actual speed of the motor exceeds the set value, the output 

transistor is turned on 

AT-

SPEED- 
38 

5.4.2 Feedback pulse output signals and functions 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

A phase 

output 
OA+ 21 • Output the encoder signal or external feedback device signal 

(A, B, Z phase) after frequency division processing, which is 

equivalent to RS422 signal. The frequency divider circuit uses 

the AM26LS31 differential drive circuit. 

• You can use the parameters PAr020 (the number of output 

feedback pulses per motor rotation) to set the number of pulses 

output from the feedback signal interface per revolution of the 

motor. 

• he logic relationship between the output phase B signal and 

phase A can be set with parameter PAr012 (inverted feedback 

pulse logic). 

• The ground of the differential driver of this output circuit is 

directly connected to the signal ground (GND) without 

PO 

OA- 22 

B phase 

output 

OB+ 48 

OB- 49 

Z phase 

output 

OZ+ 23 

OZ- 24 
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Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

isolation. 

• The highest frequency of output pulse is 4Mpps (after 4 times 

frequency). 

Z phase 

output 
CZ 19 

• Output Z phase signal open collector signal. 

• The emitter of this output transistor is connected to the servo 

signal ground (GND) without isolation.. 

5.4.3 Other output signals and functions 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

port 

Shell ground FG 50 Internally connected to the ground terminal on the drive. 

 

Signal ground GND 

13 

15 

17 

25 

Signal ground. The internal is isolated from the control power 

supply (COM-). 

5.5 Trial run in speed control mode 

1. Inspection before trial operation 

1) Wiring check, including whether the power input wiring is correct, whether the motor output wiring is 

correct, whether there is a short circuit/grounding error in the wiring, and whether the connection is secure. 

2) Whether the power of the servo drive matches the motor, and whether the rated voltage of the servo drive 

matches the input voltage. 

3) Whether the installation of the motor is firm, whether it will cause damage to persons and equipment 

when the motor is running during trial rotation, and whether there is an emergency stop device.  

4) To ensure safety, the servo motor should be separated from the mechanical system. Whether the motor 

brake is released. 

 

2. Trial run by connecting the control signal interface X4  

1) Connect CN X4. 

2) Add the control power (DC 12-24V) to the control signal (COM+, COM-) 

3) Correctly connect the main circuit power supply line and power on. 

4) Confirm that the parameter PAr300 is set to 1, and the parameter PAr001 should be set to 1. Note that this 

parameter will take effect after power off and restart. 

5) Connect the on-state inputs of servo  (SRV-ON, CN X4 pin29) and COM- to make the drive enter the 

on-state and power on the motor.. 

6) Input speed command, add DC voltage between AI1 (CN X4 pin 14) and GND (CN X4 pin 15), and 

gradually increase from 0 to make the motor operation. The default gain is 1V corresponding to 100/12 

RPM . 

7) Monitor the motor speed in the monitoring mode, check whether the rotation speed is consistent with the 

setting, whether the motor speed is within10RPM when the DC voltage input between SPR and GND is 

0v.  

8) If the motor rotates at a slight speed when the command voltage is 0v, the analog channel zero drift 

adjustment can be performed. 

9) If you want to change the size and direction of the speed, please reset the following parameters. PAr301: 

Speed command input gain, speed command input NOT. 

10) If the motor can't run correctly, please refer to the related "Fault and Abnormal Handling" chapter to check. 

11) If the motor response is too slow or vibrates, you can refer to the "Adjustment" chapter for automatic and 

manual gain adjustment. 

 

3. Wiring diagram as below 
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Parameters: 

 

Code（PAr___） Content Setting value 

PAr001 Control mode setting 1 

PAr300 Speed command selection 0 

PAr301 Speed command grain/NOT Setting as requirements 

 

4.Function selection parameters 

PAr001 
Control mode setting Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~6 Unit - P S T 

Set the operational control mode 

When the composite control mode of 3, 4, 5 is set, according to  

When C-MODE input is invalid: select 1st mode 

When C-MODE input is invalid: select 2nd mode  

After switching within 10ms, don’t input command 

Setting 

value 

Content 

1st mode 2nd mode 

[0] Position P － 

1 Speed V － 

2 Torque T － 

3※1 Position Speed 

4※1 Position Torque 

5※1 Speed Torque 

 

PAr300 
Speed input selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~3 Unit - - S - 

0:speed command input source:PAr301 

1:speed command input source: analog channel AI1 reference 

2:speed command input source:analog channel AI2 reference 

3:speed command input source : internal setting 1st speed～16th speed（PAr804~PAr833） 

Speed input can be selected from analog speed command or 16-segment internal speed, as shown in the table 

below: 

When PAr300 is set to 3, the speed input is related to whether the internal command speed selection input 

signal INTSPD1~3 is valid: 

 Speed command selection 

Internal 

Command 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th 

INTCMD1 Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On 

INTCMD2 Off Off On On Off Off On On Off Off On On Off Off On On 

INTCMD3 Off Off Off Off On On On On Off Off Off Off On On On On 

INTCMD4 Off Off Off Off Off Off Off Off On On On On On On On On 

 

PAr301 
digital speed reference Default 100 Mode 

Setting range -6000~6000 Unit - - S T 

In speed control mode, set the motor target rotation value and direction. Positive value rotates in positive 

direction. 
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PAr800 
Internal speed function setting Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~4 Unit - - S - 

0: After the servo is enabled, it is automatically set at 16-segment speed, and runs cyclically from the 1st to the 

16th stage 

1: After the servo is enabled, it is automatically set at 16-segment speed, and it stops after running one round 

from the 1st to the 16th stage 

2: After the servo is enabled, receive the external switch trigger signal (function No. 11), set as the 16-segment 

speed, and stop after running one round from the 1st to the 16th stage 

3: After the servo is enabled, it receives the external switch trigger signal (function No. 11), and executes the 

corresponding speed according to the combination number of external switches (function No. definition 7, 

8, 9, 10) 

4: After the servo is enabled, immediately execute the speed section set by parameter 801 

 

PAr802 
Setting 1st speed Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -5000~5000 Unit rpm - S - 

PAr803 
1st speed running time Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~65535 Unit 0.1s - S - 

PAr804 
Setting 2nd speed Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -5000~5000 Unit rpm - S - 

PAr805 
2nd speed running time Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~65535 Unit 0.1s - S - 
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Chapter 6 Torque Control Mode  

6.1 Connection of control signal interface X4 

 
Diagram 6.1 Wiring of control signal in torque control mode 

6.2 Interface circuit 

6.2.1 input circuit 

Common input signal interface(SI) 

• Connect to the contacts of switches and relays, or open collector output transistors. 

• When using the contact input, in order to the input signal reliably operate, small current type switches and 

relays are required. 

• In order to ensure the input signal reliable operation, the control power supply (12-24V) should be able to 

ensure that the minimum output voltage value is higher than 11.4V at the maximum load 
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Analog command input(AI) 

Analog commands are input from AI1 (pin 14) and AI2 (pin 16). 

• The maximum allowable input voltage for each input is 10V. The input impedance is shown in the figure. 

• When using a variable resistor (VR) and resistor R to form a simple command circuit, connect the circuit as 

shown. When the input variable range is -10V~+10V, VR is 2KΩ, type B potentiometer, 1/2W or slightly 

larger, R is 200Ω, metal film resistance is 1/2W or slightly larger. 

•The analog command input is as follows: 

(1) ADC1: analog 16bit (AI1), (including 1bit's symbol bit), ordinary servo is 12bit, ±10V. 

(2) ADC2: 12bit(AI2), 12bit, 0~+10V or -10V~0V. 

 

6.2.2 Output circuit 

Common output circuit(TO) 

• The output circuit is composed of an open collector gate output, which can be connected to a small current 

relay or an optical coupling circuit. 

• When the output is valid, the saturation voltage drop of the output voltage Vce is about 1V. 

•There are two output modes, one is the emitter of the output transistor led out independently, and the other is 

internally connected to the control power supply's negative (COM-) . 

•If the normal working current of connecting control parts' input optical coaxial is 10mA, and the control parts 

require a bidirectional current-limiting resistor, the value of the current-limiting resistor R can be calculated 

by the formula shown in the figure 

 
 

The maximum output voltage of the output circuit cannot exceed 30V and the maximum current must be 

limited to less than 50mA. When driving a load like relay, it is necessary to verify whether the output drive 

capability of the output circuit can drive the load normally. 

 

Line driver (differential output) output(PO1) 

• encoder outputs (A, B and Z phases) of by each line driver differential to amplify and separate. 
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• Use the line receiver to receive on the host side. The online receiver input is connected to a terminal 

resistance (330Ω). 

• The output is not insulate. 

 
 

Open collector output(PO2) 

• Amplify the Z-phase signal in the encoder signal with an open collector gate. The output is not isolated from 

the internal digital ground of the server. 

• Use a high-speed connector on the host to receive the output because the pulse width of the Z-phase signal 

is very narrow. 

 

6.3 Input signal and number of control signal interface X4 

6.3.1 Common input signals and their functions 

Code Signal Pin Default 

Position control 

mode 

Speed control 

mode 

Torque control 

mode 

Signal Logic Signal Logic Signal Logic 

PAr400 SI1 29 1 SRV-ON NO SRV-ON NO SRV-ON NO 

PAr401 SI2 33 0 INH NO INTCMD1 NO -  

PAr402 SI3 30 0 CL NO INTCMD2 NO -  

PAr403 SI4 28 0 GAIN NO INTCMD3 NO -  

PAr404 SI5 31 3 A_CLR NO A_CLR NO A_CLR NO 

PAr405 SI6 9 19 POT NC POT NC POT NC 

PAr406 SI7 8 20 NOT NC NOT NC NOT NC 

PAr407 SI8 26 0 - NO ZEROSPD NC -  

PAr462 SI9 32 5 C_MODE NO C_MODE NO C_MODE NO 

PAr463 SI10 27 10 INTCMD4 NO INTCMD4 NO INTCMD4 NO 
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Input signal that can be set in torque mode 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

port 

Control signal 

power 

COM+ 7 

Connect to the positive pole (+) of the external DC power supply 

(12～24V). 

·Please use 12～24V (±5%) for the power supply. 

 

COM- 41 

·Connect to the negative pole (-) of  external DC power 

supply (12～24V). 

·The capacity of the power supply depends on the combined 

application of the I/O signal, and it shouldn't be less than 0.5A. 

 

Reverse 

direction 

travel limit 

NOT 8 

·This pin can be used to input the over-travel inhibit signal in 

the CW (clockwise) direction. 

·When the over-travel inhibit function is enabled, when the 

moving parts of the equipment cross the limit switch in the CW 

direction, the NOT signal is disconnected from the COM-, so 

that the drive in the CW direction is prohibited. 

SI 

Positive 

travel limit 
POT 9 The meaning and usage are the same as the NOT signal. SI 

Servo enable 
SRV-

ON 
29 

·This signal is shorted-circuited with COM- to enter the servo 

enable state (the motor is powered on). 

·After this signal is short-circuited with COM-, please input 

the command pulse after 100ms at least. 

·If the connection with COM- is disconnected, the servo 

system enters the disabled state (no current enters the 

motor).note: 

·The servo enable signal is only valid after the power is turned 

on for about 2 seconds (please refer to the timing diagram). 

·Do not use the servo enable signal (ON/OFF) to start or stop 

the motor. 

·Please input the pulse command for 100ms at least after the 

servo enable signal is turned on 

SI 

Error clear A-CLR 31 

If the connection between this signal and COM- remains closed 

for more than 120ms, the error status can be cleared. When the 

error is cleared, the content of the deviation counter will also be 

cleared. If the error status continues, or it is a hardware error that 

cannot be cleared, it may not be cleared with this signal. 

SI 

Control mode 

switching 

CMOD

E 
32 

If the parameter PAr001 (control mode selection) is set to 3～5, 

the selection of control mode is shown in the following table:: 

PAr00

1 

value 

C-MODE and COM-

open circuit 

(Select the first control 

mode) 

C-MODE and COM-

short circuit 

(Select the second 

control mode) 

3 Position control Speed control 

4 Position control Torque control 

5 Speed control Torque control 

Note: When using the C-MODE signal to switch the control 

mode, the operation of the motor may change drastically due to 

the different commands of the corresponding control mode. 

SI 

Internal speed 

selection 4 

INTSP

D4 
27 

*Note that this input signal is only in speed mode. 

Used to input the internal speed selection 1st signal (INTSPD4). 

16 internal speeds can be selected by different combinations with 

the INTSPD1 signal, INTSPD2 and INTSPD3 signals. 

SI 

Zero-speed 

clamp input 

signal 

ZERO

SPD 
26 

When the input signal is valid, regardless of the actual input speed 

command, the command speed is set to 0, the motor stops 

immediately, the clamp is in the 0 speed state, and can be set in 
SI 
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Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

port 

the position lock state. 

*Note that this input signal is only valid in speed mode and torque 

mode.. 

6.3.2 Analog input signals and their functions 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

port 

Analog input 

1 
AI1 14 

The function of this pin depends on different control modes and 

parameter settings. 

The resolution of this signal's AD converter : 16 bits (including 

one sign bit) for analog special type. The general model is 12 bits. 

The analog input can be set to the following functions: 

1. SPR 

SPR is the speed command analog input in speed mode. 

2. TRQR 

TRQR is the torque command  analog input in torque mode. 

3. SPL 

SPL is the speed limit analog input in torque mode. 

AI 

Analog input 

2 
AI2 16 

6.4 Output signal and number of control signal interface X4  

6.4.1 Common output signals and their functions 

The default settings and functions of the output signal are as follows: 

Code Signal Pin Default 

Position control 

mode 

Speed control 

mode 

Torque control 

mode 

Signal Signal Signal 

PAr410 SO1 10,11 6 BRK-OFF BRK-OFF BRK-OFF 

PAr409 SO2 34,35 1 S-RDY S-RDY S-RDY 

PAr412 SO3 36,37 5 ALM ALM ALM 

PAr411 SO4 38,39 3 INP AT-Speed AT-Speed 

 

The output functions that can be set in torque mode are as follows: 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

Brake release 

BRK-

OFF+ 
11 

Please set the timing of the motor holding brake action first. 

When the holding brake is released, this output transistor turns on. 

TO 

BRK-

OFF- 
10 

Servo ready 

S-

RDY+ 
35 

When the control power supply/main power supply is turned on 

and no error occurs, the server is in a power-on state and the output 

transistor is turned on. S-RDY- 34 

Servo error 
ALM+ 37 When an error condition occurs, this output transistor is turned off. 

ALM- 36 

Positioning 

completed 

INP+ 39 This output state is only valid in speed mode and torque mode. 

Output speed arrival signal (AT-SPEED). 

If the actual speed of the motor exceeds the set value, the output 

transistor is turned on  

INP- 38 

6.4.2 Feedback pulse output signals and their functions 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

A phase 

output 

OA+ 21 • Output the encoder signal or external feedback device signal 

(A, B, Z phase) after frequency division processing, which is 
PO 

OA- 22 
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Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O  

port 

B phase 

output 

OB+ 48 equivalent to RS422 signal. The frequency divider circuit uses 

the AM26LS31 differential drive circuit. 

• You can use the parameters PAr020 (the number of output 

feedback pulses per motor rotation) to set the number of pulses 

output from the feedback signal interface per revolution of the 

motor. 

• he logic relationship between the output phase B signal and 

phase A can be set with parameter PAr012 (inverted feedback 

pulse logic). 

• The ground of the differential driver of this output circuit is 

directly connected to the signal ground (GND) without 

isolation. 

• The highest frequency of output pulse is 4Mpps (after 4 times 

frequency). 

OB- 49 

Z phase 

output 

OZ+ 23 

OZ- 24 

Z phase 

output 
CZ 19 

• Output Z phase signal open collector signal. 

• The emitter of this output transistor is connected to the servo 

signal ground (GND) without isolation.. 

6.4.3 Other output signals and functions 

Signal name Signal Pin Function 
I/O 

port 

Shell ground FG 50 Internally connected to the ground terminal on the drive. 

 

Signal ground GND 

13 

15 

17 

25 

Signal ground. The internal is isolated from the control power 

supply (COM-). 

6.5 Trial run in torque control mode 

1. Inspection before trial operation 

1) Wiring check, including whether the power input wiring is correct, whether the motor output wiring is 

correct, whether there is a short circuit/grounding error in the wiring, and whether the connection is secure  

2) Whether the power of the servo matches the motor, and whether the rated voltage of the servo matches 

the input voltage.  

3) Whether the installation of the motor is firm, whether it will cause damage to persons and equipment 

when the motor is running during trial rotation, and whether there is an emergency stop device.  

4) To ensure safety, the servo motor should be separated from the mechanical system.  

5) Whether the motor brake is released.  

 

2. Trial run by connecting the control signal interface X4 

1) Connect CN X4. 

2) Add the control power (DC 12-24V) to the control signal (COM+, COM-).  

3) Correctly connect the main circuit power supply line and power on.  

4) Confirm parameter PAr311=4, PAr313=0, set parameter PAr314 speed to the requested speed, and set 

parameter PAr001 to 2.  

5) Connect the servo's on-state input (SRV-ON, CN X4 pin 29) and COM- to make the drive enter the on-

state and power the motor. 

6) Apply a DC voltage between the torque command input, TRQR (CN X4 pin 14) and GND (CN X4 pin 

15). and gradually increase speed from 0 to enable operational speed setting by PAr314, and the gain 

parameter PAr312 Set to 0(factory setting), which means 

Torque command=
AI1

10V
xPAr312 

7) Monitor the motor speed in the monitoring mode, check whether the rotation speed and torque are 

consistent with the settings, and whether the motor stops when the stop input is made. 
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8) If you want to change the size and direction of the torque, please reset the parameters PAr312: torque 

command input gain. If you want to change the speed, you can modify the value of PAr314.  

9) If the motor still rotates slightly when the AI1 input is 0V, you can use the auxiliary mode to automatically 

adjust the zero drift.  

10) If the motor cannot run correctly, please refer to the chapter "Fault and Abnormal Handling" in phase to 

check.  

11) If the motor response is too slow or vibrates, you can refer to the "Adjustment" chapter for automatic and 

manual gain adjustment. 

  

3. The torque control wiring diagram is as follows: 

 
 

Parameters 

Code（PAr_） content setting value 

PAr001 Control mode setting 2 

PAr311 Torque command selection 0 

PAr312 Digital torque reference 100 

PAr313 Torque command direction speed limit selection 0 

PAr314 Torque direction speed limit value 100 

 

4.Basic parameters of torque control 

PAr001 
Control mode setting Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~6 Unit - P S T 

Set the operational control mode 

When the composite control mode of 3, 4, 5 is set, according to according to control mode switching input (C-

MODE), you can select the first one or the second mode. 

When C-MODE input is invalid: select 1st mode 

When C-MODE input is invalid: select 2nd mode  

Please do not enter the command within 10ms after switching 

Setting 

value 

Content 

1st mode 2nd mode 

[0] Position P － 

1 Speed V － 

2 Torque T － 

3※1 Position Speed 

4※1 Position Torque 

5※1 Speed Torque 

 

PAr311 
Torque command selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~9 Unit - - - T 

Select the source of the given torque command:: 

0: Torque is referenced byPAr312, positive and antisymmetric 

1: Torque is referenced by PAr312, the reverse direction is limited by PAr315 

2: Torque is referenced by PAr312, and the reverse direction is limited by AI1 

3: Torque is referenced by PAr312, and the reverse direction is limited by AI2 

4: Torque is referenced by AI1, positive and antisymmetric 

5: Torque is referenced by AI1, and the reverse direction is limited by PAr315 

6: Torque is referenced by AI1, and the reverse direction is limited by AI2 
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7: Torque is referenced by AI2, positive and antisymmetric 

8: Torque is referenced by AI2, and the reverse direction is limited by PAr315 

9: Torque is referenced by AI2, and the reverse direction is limited by AI1 

*Note: 

Note When the torque command is referenced by AI1 or AI2, 

Torque command=
AI1 or AI2

10V
xPAr312 

When the torque limit is referenced by AI1 or AI2, 

Torque command=
AI1 or AI2

10V
xPAr315 

 

PAr312 
Digital torque reference Default 100.0 Mode 

Setting range -300.0~300.0 Unit % - - T 

In torque control mode, set the size and direction of motor target torque , and the reference is  motor rated 

torque 

 

PAr313 

Torque command direction speed limit command 

selection 
Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~2 Unit - - - T 

In torque control mode, select the command source to limit the motor rotation speed 

PAr313=0, limited by parameter PAr314 

PAr313=1, limited by parameter AI1 

PAr313=2, limited by parameter AI2 

*Note  

when the speed limit command is referenced by AI1 or AI2, 

Speed limit command=
AI1 or AI2

10V
xPAr314 

 

PAr314 
Torque direction speed limit value Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 0~6000 Unit rpm - - T 

In torque control mode, set the speed limit value in the torque command direction. 

 

PAr315 
Torque limit value in reverse direction Default 300.0 Mode 

Setting range 0~350.0 Unit % - - T 

In torque control mode, set the torque limit value of the motor in the reverse direction. 
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Chapter 7 Display and Operation 

7.1 Overview of operation and display interface 

7.1.1 Panel and operating instructions 

 
Diagram 7.1 Schematic diagram of operation panel 

Item Name Realize function 

 LED display 

When an error occurs, all the LEDs flash faster and switch to the error 

display screen. 

When the warning occurs, all the LEDs flash slowly. 

 
Operation key 

area 

 

Mode switch key: switch 4 mode types: 

1: Monitoring item display mode 

2: Parameter setting mode 

3: Auxiliary function mode 

4: Auxiliary monitoring mode 

 

Setting key:Enter various modes and select display and execute 

display 

 
Shift key: the value bit moves when the data changes 

 

Up key: Switch monitoring mode, parameter setting and its setting 

value, previous parameter change. 

 

Down key: Switch monitoring mode, parameter setting and its setting 

value, next parameter change. 

 
Status indicator 

area 
The motor enable status is always on 

7.1.2 The initial state of the front panel LED display 

When the driver is powered on, the initial LED display is as follows: 

 the selection of the initial power-on state display value is determined by the auxiliary mode 

parameter . 
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7.2 Each operation mode 

7.2.1 Mode switching and setting process 

 
Diagram 7.2 Schematic diagram of mode switching 

7.2.2 Monitoring item display mode 

In the initial power-on state ,  press  key, to enter the Monitor mode(Group d)

, press  or  key to select the monitoring item you want to view, and then press  key 

to view the specific content of the monitoring item. 

Press the  key to switch the display of high bit and low bit content. 

Item Display Monitoring content Data Type Unit 

d00.SPd 
 Motor speed Int16 r/min 

d01.SRF 
 Speed command value Int16 r/min 

d02.trq 
 Torque command Int16 % 

d03.SCT 
 Sector code of incremental encoder Uint16 --- 

d04.ThA 
 Current motor electrical angle Uint16 --- 

d05.rdS 
 Absolute encoder current number of turns Int16 round 

d06.abs 
 

Encoder data, single turn value Uint32 ppr 

d08.fps. 
 

Position command frequency Int32 Khz 

d10.Cps 
 

Sum of command pulses (disable and clear) Int32 Pulse 

d12.nps 
 

Sum of feedback pulses, encoder unit Int32 ppr 

d14.fps 
 

Sum of feedback pulses, command unit Int32 Pulse 

d16.uEP 
 

Position command deviation Int16 Pulse 

d18.cps 
 

The sum of command pulses will not be cleared Int32 Pulse 

d20.pos 
 

Servo motor current position, command unit Int32 Pulse 

d22.eps 
 

Servo motor current position, encoder unit Int32 ppr 

d24.ecl 
 

Encoder line number Uint32 ppr 

d26.csp 
 

Position command speed Int16 r/min 

d27.tol 
 

Instantaneous load rate Int16 % 

d28.hol 
 

Maximum instantaneous load rate Int16 % 

d29.aol 
 

Average load rate Uint16 % 
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Item Display Monitoring content Data Type Unit 

d30.rGS 
 

Braking resistance load rate Uint16 % 

d31.ost 
 

do output status Uint16 --- 

d32.ist 
 

di input state Uint16 --- 

d33.a1S 
 

AI1 command voltage, processed by the system Int16 mv 

d34.a2S 
 

AI2 command voltage, processed by the system Int16 mv 

d35.a1r 
 

AI1 command voltage, actual value Int16 mv 

d36.a2r 
 

AI2 command voltage, actual value Int16 mv 

d37.Ath 
 

IGBT temperature display Uint16 ℃ 

d38.Sdc 
 

Switching power supply bus voltage Uint16 V 

d39.eet 
 

Initialize EEPROM operation time Uint16 times 

d40.ttE 
 

Cumulative working time min Uint32 min 

d42.ups  
Multi-segment position current execution 

segment 
Uint16 seg 

d43.uss  
Multi-segment position current execution 

segment 
Uint16 seg 

d44.inp 
 

Positioning status Uint16 --- 

d45.upn 
 

bus voltage Uint16 V 

d46.icg 
 

Effective value of motor current Uint16 A 

7.2.3 Parameter setting mode 

1) Enter parameter modification mode 

In the Monitor mode(Group d), press the  key to enter the parameter setting mode (PAR parameter group) 

display.  

 

2) Select the parameter code to modify 

Press  or  keys to change the parameter code to be modified, can also press  key to change the bit 

to be modified, and the current flashing parameter bit meass the current modification bit.  

Press  key to move to the bit to be modified. and press  or  key to change to the modified parameter 

value. 

After confirming the value is correct, press and hold the  key to refresh, the parameter value inside the 

drive;If the value is not confirmed, but press the  key to cancel the modification of the parameter, the 

parameter in the servo will be restored to the value. 

7.2.4 Auxiliary mode 

In the parameter writing mode,press the key to enter the auxiliary function mode.（AF parameter group）

display . 

Press the up and 、 down keys to change the selection of the auxiliary function to be entered and confirm 

the auxiliary function to be entered, then press the key to enter the corresponding function.. 

AF_Son Servo enable 
Turn on/off internal 

enable 
AF_Son 

1  Servo enable Turn on/off internal enable 

2  JOG JOG trial run operation 
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AF_Son Servo enable 
Turn on/off internal 

enable 
AF_Son 

3  
Restore user factory 

settings 

The value is modified to 65535, and the user 

parameters are restored to factory settings after 

confirmation 

4  Fault clearing  

5  Absoluteencoderoperation  

6  
Analog input zerodrift 

adjustment 
 

7  
Drive software reset and 

restart 
 

8  
Mechanical frequency 

characteristic analysis 
 

9  
Offlineinertia 

identification 

Enable self-learning mechanical inertia in closed 

state 

10  Power-ondefault display  

11  Factoryself-check LED  

12  
Factoryself-inspection 

key 
 

13  Currentzero correction  

14  Factory password 
odify the value by 10000, and open the 9th and 

A-type factory parameters after confirmation 

15  Servo enable Turn on / off internal enable 

16  JOG Jog commissioning operation 

7.2.4 Auxiliary monitoring mode 

 

 
Enable switch prompt 

:Enable to close.. : Enable to open. 

 

Control mode prompt. 

:Position control. 

:Speed control. 

:Torque control 

 

Brake discharge prompt.. 

Flashing means: Discharging 

No flashing means: no discharge. 

 

motor rotation direction indicated.. 

--Stay in the middle: the motor does not rotate. 

-Stay below: the motor reverses.. 

-Stay up: the motor rotates forward.. 
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Chapter 8 Parameter 

NOTE: 

⚫ 【】The value in the middle indicates the factory default setting value: 

⚫ In operation mode indicates: 

P-----means that the parameter is effective when the servo is working in position mode 

S-----means that the parameter takes effect when the servo is working in speed mode 

T------means that the parameter takes effect when the servo is working in torque mode 

 

8.1 Basic setting 

PAr001 
Control mode setting Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~6 Unit - P S T 

Set the operational control mode 

S 
Content 

1st mode 2nd mode 

[0] Position P － 

1 Speed V － 

2 Torque T － 

3※1 Position Speed 

4※1 Position Torque 

5※1 Speed Torque 

When the composite control mode of 3, 

4, 5 is set, according to 

When C-MODE input is invalid: select 

1st modeC-MODE 

When C-MODE input is invalid: select 

2nd  mode 

After switching within 10ms, don’ t 

input command 

 

 

 

PAr002 
Automatically adjust settings in real time Default 1 Mode 

Setting range 0~2 Unit - P S T 

Set the action mode for real-time automatic adjustment. 

Setting 

value 
Mode The situation of operational load inertia changes 

Generally applicable 

load conditions 

0 Invalid 
The real-time automatic adjustment function is 

invalid. 

Where manual gain 

adjustment is required 

【1】 
Self-tuning 

mode 1 

When using this mode, user should evaluate system 

inertia (the auxiliary function AF_Jdt offline inertia 

identification) and the appropriate stiffness  firstly, 

and fill in the load inertia ratio parameter PAr004 and 

the stiffness  parameter PAr003 respectively. The 

system automatically calculates corresponding gain 

parameters.  

When the load inertia 

is basically constant 

2 
Self-tuning 

mode 2 

When using this mode, the servo system automatically 

recognizes the load inertia online, stores it every 30 

minutes, and fills the identification result into the load 

inertia ratio parameter PAr004. The user needs to 
evaluate the appropriate stiffness  and fill in the 

stiffness  parameter PAr003. The system 

Where the load inertia 

changes frequently 
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automatically calculates corresponding gain 

parameters  

Set the action mode for real-time automatic adjustment.. 

Please use manual mode in the following cases: 

*1 When the auto mode is not effective. 

*2 When the mechanical parts are not firmly connected, such as when there is a backlash, and the mechanical 

stiffness is particularly low. 

*3 When the load inertia is relatively large (more than 20 times), or too small (less than 3 times), and when the 

load inertia fluctuates. 

*4 There is continuous low speed (less than 100rpm) operation, and the speed of not less than 100rpm and the 

acceleration time of not less than 2000rpm/s do not last for at least 50ms. 

*5 The acceleration/deceleration time is not more than 2000rpm/s, and the acceleration/deceleration torque is 

smaller than the friction torque. 

 

PAr003 

Real-time automatic adjustment of mechanical stiffness 

settings 
Default 13 Mode 

Setting range 0~31 Unit - P S T 

Set the responsiveness when real-time automatic adjustment is effective. When adjusting this parameter from 

low to high, an incremental method should be adopted. The parameter value cannot be increased significantly, 

otherwise the servo and the equipment installed on the servo may be damaged. 

Mechanical stiffness 

 
Servo gain 

Responsiveness 

1 The higher the setting value, the faster the speed response and the higher servo stiffness , but it becomes 

easier to generate vibration. Please change the setting value from low to high while confirming the operation. 

 

PAr004 
Inertia ratio Default 1.0 Mode 

Setting range 1.0~120.0 Unit 100% P S T 

Set the inertia ratio. 

Set the ratio of load inertia to motor rotor inertia. 

PAr004=(load inertia/rotor inertia)*100% 

Note:  

⚫ The system inertia ratio can be identified through offline inertia identification (AF_Jdt), and the user can 

also manually fill in the parameters. 

⚫ When the gain adjustment is set to automatic adjustment mode 2, the system automatically recognizes the 

inertia ratio online. 

 

PAr006* 
Command pulse direction setting Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~1 Unit - P - - 

PAr007* 
Command pulse input form setting Default 3 Mode 

Setting range 0~3 Unit - P - - 

PAr006 and PAr007 set the rotation direction of the command pulse input and the command pulse input form. 

The following figure shows the combination table of PAr006 [Command pulse rotation direction setting] and 

PAr007 [Command pulse input mode setting]. 

The pulse form is shown in the graph in the table. 

*Input form of command pulse 

*The maximum allowable input frequency of the command pulse input signal and the minimum necessary time 

width 

*Command pulse input form: 

PAr006 PAr007 Command pulse type Signal mark CCW command  CW command 

【0】 0 or 2 
Quadrature pulse A and 

B has a difference of 90 

degree 

PULS 

SIGN 
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1 CW pulse+CCW pulse 
PULS 

SIGN 
 

3 
Command pulse+ 

Command direction 

PULS 

SIGN 
 

1 

0 or 2 Quadrature pulse A and 

B are 90 degrees apart 

PULS 

SIGN 

  

1 CW pulse+CCW pulse 
PULS 

SIGN 
 

3 
Command pulse+ 

Command  

PULS 

SIGN 
 

 

*The maximum allowable input frequency of the command pulse input signal and the minimum 

necessary time width 

PULS/SIGN signal input I/F 

Allowable 

input 

maximum 

frequency 

Minimum necessary time width 

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 

Optocoupler 

input pulse 

train 

interface 

Differential drive interface 

(5V) 
500kpps 1us 1us 2us 1us 1us 1us 

Open collector interface 

(24V) 
200kpps 2.5us 2.5us 5us 2.5us 2.5us 2.5us 

Please control the command pulse input signal frequency within 4MHz, and the duration of high and low levels 

shall not be less than 0.15uS. 

Note: When using pulse + direction, please note that the edge of the direction must be ahead of the edge of the 

pulse, and must meet the requirements of timing t6. 

 

PAr008* 
ommand pulses number of motor per rotation Default 10000 Mode 

Setting range 0~8388608 Unit pulse P - - 

Set the command pulse per rotation of the motor. 

When this setting value is 0, PAr010[The first command frequency division/multiplication numerator], 

PAr012[command division/multiplication denominator] are valid. 

 

PAr010 

The first instruction divides the frequency doubling 

molecule 
Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~230 Unit - P - - 

Set the molecule of frequency division and frequency doubling of command pulse input. In addition to the sub 

frequency multiplier of the instruction, there are also parameters of PAr014, PAr016, and PAr018, that is, the 

second, third and fourth instruction can be set separately. 

PAr008[Number of command pulses per motor rotation]=0, it is valid. 

 

PAr012 
Command division/multiplication Denominator Default 10000 Mode 

Setting range 1~230 Unit - P - - 

Set the denominator of the division/multiplication processing of the command pulse input. 

PAr008[Number of command pulses per motor rotation]=0, it is valid 

 

<The relationship betweenPAr008, PAr010, PAr012 in position control> 

PAr008 PAr010 PAr012 
Command division/multiplication 

processing 
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1~1048576 
— 

（no effect） 

— 

（effect） 

 
* no relationship with the settings of PAr009 

and 010, and the above processing is 

performed on the basis of the setting value of 

PAr008. 

0 

0 1~1073741824 
 

*when PAr008, 009 is 0, the above figure is 

processed based on the setting value of 

PAr010. 

1~1073741824 1~1073741824 
 

* When PAr008 is 0 and PAr010≠0, the 

above figure is processed based on the setting 

value of PAr010 and 012. 

 

PAr014 

The second instruction divides the frequency doubling 

molecule 
Default 10000 Mode 

Setting range 1~230 Unit - P - - 

PAr016 

The third instruction divides the frequency doubling 

molecule 
Default 10000 Mode 

Setting range 1~230 Unit - P - - 

PAr018 

The fourth instruction divides the frequency doubling 

molecule 
Default 10000 Mode 

Setting range 1~230 Unit - P - - 

During servo operation, when switching between different gear ratios is required, two external digital input 

terminal signals can be configured to combine and select different electronic gear ratios. 

 

External digital 

input signal1 

External digital 

input signal2 

Effective gear 

ratio numerator 

0 0 PAr010 

1 0 PAr014 

0 1 PAr016 

1 1 PAr018 

*Note: The electronic gear ratio is valid for both external pulse commands and internal multi-stage position 

commands. The Setting range of the electronic gear ratio is 0.001～64000. Out of range, the drive will generate 

E14 fault 

 

PAr020 
Output pulses per revolution of motor Default 2500 Mode 

Setting range 1~16382 Unit P/r P S T 

Set the output resolution of feedback pulse per rotation of OA and OB. 

Note: Please refer to the following instructions for details of setting: 

Number of feedback pulses per rotation = PAr020*4 

 

PAr023 
Inversion of pulse output logic Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~1 Unit - P S T 

Set the Bphase logic of pulse output. According to this parameter to NOT Bphase pulse , the direction signal 

calculated by changing the corresponding Aphase pulse and Bphase pulse received by the host computer. 

<Pulse output logic inversion> 

PAr023 
Bphase 

logic 

output 

source 

Running in CCW 

direction 

Running in CW 

direction 
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【0】 normal encoder 
Aphase 

Bphase 

Aphase 

Bphase 

1 NOT encoder 
Aphase 

Bphase 

Aphase   

Bphase 

 

PAr024 
1st torque limit source selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~8 Unit - P S T 

Select the source to limit the motor output torque: 

PAr024=0, PAr025limit positive torque, PAr026 limit negative torque; 

PAr024=1, AI1 limit positive negative torque; 

PAr024=2, AI2 limit positive negative torque; 

PAr024=3, AI1limit positive torque, PAr026 limit negative torque; 

PAr024=4, AI1limit positive torque, PAr027 limit negative torque; 

PAr024=5, PAr025limit positive torque, AI1 limit negative torque; 

PAr024=6, PAr026limit positive torque, AI2 limit negative torque; 

PAr024=7, AI1limit positive torque, AI2 limit negative torque; 

PAr024=8, AI1 limit negative torque, AI2limit positive torque; 

Example: when PAr024=1, AI1 limit positive negative torque,  

meaning as below: 

Positive direction torque limit value=
AI1

10V
x PAr025 

Negative direction torque limit value=
AI1

10V
x PAr026 

The torque limit can be switched to torque limit 2 at any time by controlling the relevant external digital input 

terminals, see PAr507-PAr51 for details. 

PAr025 
1st torque limit, forward Max Default 300 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~350.0 Unit - P S T 

PAr026 
1st torque limit, reverse Max Default 300 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~350.0 Unit - P S T 

Set the maximum output of the torque in the forward and reverse directions, the reference is the motor rated 

torque 

 

PAr027 
Maximum rotation setting Default 8000 Mode 

Setting range 0~10000 Unit rpm P S T 

Set the allowable maximum speed of the servo motor. The system reference cannot be higher than this setting 

value. If the motor running speed is higher than this setting value, an overspeed alarm will occur. 

 

PAr028 
Position deviation overlarge setting Default 80000 Mode 

Setting range 0~230 Unit pulse P - - 

Set the followup deviation warning threshold. When the position deviation reaches or exceeds the setting value, 

a warning signal of excessive position followup deviation is output 

 

PAr030 
Position deviation followup warning Default 100000 Mode 

Setting range 0~230 Unit pulse P - - 

Set the position followup deviation warning threshold. When the position deviation reaches or exceeds the 

setting value, position followup deviation overlarge fault signal is output. 

 

PAr032 
Absolute encoder usage selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~1 Unit pulse P S T 

Select the use method of absolute encoder, when PAr032=0, it is used as an incremental encoder; when 

PAr032=1, it is used as an absolute  encoder. 

 

PAr033 Upper limit of absolute encoder rotation number Default 32767 Mode 
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Setting range 0~32767 Unit Rev P S T 

Set the upper limit of the absolute encoder rotation number. If the number exceeds the setting value, an 

overtravel warning will be issued. 

 

PAr034 
Braking resistance setting Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 20~700 Unit Ω P S T 

Set the resistance of the braking resistor, please do not modify it when using the built-in braking resistor. 

 

PAr035 
Braking resistor power setting Default 50 PAr035 

Setting range 20~30000 Unit W P S T 

Set the power of the braking resistor, please do not modify it when using the built-in braking resistor. 

 

PAr036 
Brake discharge duty cycle Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 0~100 Unit % P S T 

When braking, the duty cycle of the brake tube opening. When it is set to 0, the brake pipe is completely closed 

during braking; when it is set to 100, the brake pipe is completely opened during braking. 

 

PAr037 
Braking resistor derating percentage Default 40 Mode 

Setting range 0~100 Unit % P S T 

Set the derating of the braking resistor, please do not modify it when using the built-in braking resistor. 

 

PAr041 
Enable ON to receive commands delay time Default 200 Mode 

Setting range 20~rated rotation speed Unit ms P S T 

The position, speed and torque commands can be received only after the effective time of servo enable ON 

reaches the time set by this parameter. 

PAr042 
Stop mode selection Default 200 Mode 

Setting range 0~1311 Unit - P S T 

Set the upper limit of the number of rotations of the absolute encoder. If the number of rotations of the absolute 

encoder exceeds the setting value, an overtravel warning will be issued. 

 

Right 4 

units 

Right 3 

units 

Right 

2units 

Right 1 

unit 
definition 

- - - 0 
When the servo enable is OFF, it will stop freely, and 

the motor will be in a free state after stopping 

- - - 1 

When the servo enable is OFF, it will decelerate and 

stop according to the time set by PAr047, and the 

motor will be in a free state after stopping 

- - 0 - 
When a secondary alarm occurs, it will free to stop, 

and the motor will be in a free state after stopping 

- - 1 - 

When a secondary alarm occurs, the motor will be in a 

free state after stopping, and the motor will be in a 

free state after stopping 

- 0 - - 
When overtravel occurs, it will stop freely and the 

motor will be in a free state after stopping 

- 1 - - 

When overtravel occurs, the motor will decelerate and 

stop according to the time set by PAr048, and the 

motor will be in a free state after stopping 

- 2 - - 

When overtravel occurs, the motor will decelerate and 

stop according to the time set by PAr048, and the 

motor will be in position holding state after stopping 

0 - - - Turn off dynamic braking 

1 - - - Turn on dynamic braking 

 

PAr043 
Enable OFF-brake command waiting time Default 500 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 
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When the motor is rotating, if the servo enable is OFF or a fault occurs, the brake will take effect after waiting 

for this time. 

PAr044 
Speed value of brake release command Default 20 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit rpm P S T 

When the motor rotates. If the servo enable is closed or a fault occurs, the brake will be released when the 

motor rotations drops to this setting value or below. 

 

PAr045 
Brake command- motor unenergized delay time Default 200 Mode 

Setting range 1~500 Unit ms P S T 

When the motor is at a standstill, if the servo enable is turned off, the  will be brake immediately, and the 

motor will be powered off after  delay this parameter setting time. 

PAr047 
Zero speed stop deceleration time Default L Mode 

Setting range 1~30000 Unit ms P S T 

When the stop mode is set to zero-speed stop (PAr042 setting), this parameter is the deceleration time after 

receiving the enable shutdown command or the second level alarm. 

 

PAr048 
Overtravel protection deceleration time Default 200 Mode 

Setting range 1~30000 Unit ms P S T 

When overtravel warning (P-OT, N-OT) occurs, and PAr042 is set to overtravel zero speed stop, the motor 

decelerates to stop time. 

 

PAr049 
Emergency stop deceleration time Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 1~30000 Unit ms P S T 

When the servo system has an emergency stop, the motor decelerates to stop time 

8.2 Gain setting 

PAr100 
Position loop gain Default 32.0 Mode 

Setting range 1.0~2000.0 Unit rad/s P - - 

Determine the response speed of the position control system. 

Increasing the gain of the position loop can shorten the positioning time. However, please note that too much 

setting value will cause vibration, noise, jitter, and abnormal noise. If the setting value is too small, the servo 

runs more smoothly, but the servo response is slower at this time. 

 

PAr101 
Speed loop gain Default 18.0 Mode 

Setting range 0.1~5000.0 Unit Hz P S T 

Determine the responsiveness of the speed loop. 

In order to increase the position loop gain to improve the overall responsiveness of the servo system, it is 

necessary to increase the speed loop gain value at the same time. 

However, please note that too large a setting value may cause vibration, noise, jitter, and abnormal noise. 

PAr102 
Speed loop integral time constant Default 31.0 Mode 

Setting range 0.1~5000.0 Unit ms P S T 

Note * When the inertia ratio of PAr004 is set correctly, the setting unit of PAr101 is 0.1Hz. 

Set the integral time constant of the speed loop. 

The smaller the setting value, the faster the deviation at stop will approach 0. 

Set to "3000.0", there is no integral effect. 

 

PAr103 
2nd position loop gain variation coefficient Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 10~500 Unit % P S T 

When the gain switching condition is satisfied,  change rate of the proportional gain of the target position 

regulator. 

 

PAr104 
2nd speed loop gain variation coefficient Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 10~500 Unit % P S T 

When the gain switching condition is satisfied,  change rate of the proportional gain of the target speed 
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regulator. 

 

PAr106 
Speed feedforward gain Default 30 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~100.0 Unit % P S T 

Set the speed feedforward gain. 

When the position control command changes smoothly, increasing this gain value can reduce the position 

followup deviation and improve the position followup. 

When the position control command does not change smoothly, the machine may vibrate, reducing this gain 

value can reduce the vibration phenomenon. 

 

PAr107 
Speed feedforward smoothing filter time Default 5 Mode 

Setting range 0~100 Unit ms P S T 

Set the first-order filter time constant of the speed feedforward gain. 

When the position control command changes smoothly, reducing this filter time can reduce the position 

followup deviation and improve the position followup. 

When the position control command does not change smoothly, increasing this filter time can reduce the 

running vibration of the mechanism, but the position followup deviation will increase 

 

PAr108 
Torque feedforward gain Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~200.0 Unit % P S T 

Set Torque feedforward gain value  

Differentiate the speed command to get the acceleration (torque), multiply it by this parameter and add it to the 

torque command output by the speed regulator, which can speed up the motor's response. The reference is the 

rated torque. 

 

PAr109 
Torque feedforward filter time constant Default 5 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~100.0 Unit ms P S T 

Time constant of first order low pass filtering for torque. 

Differentiate the speed command to get the acceleration (torque), contains a large number of higher harmonics. 

When add to the torque command, it will cause high-frequency vibration of the motor torque. By low-pass 

filtering the acceleration torque and then add it on the torque command, high-frequency harmonics can be 

eliminated and vibration can be reduced 

 

PAr110 
Speed feedback low pass filter time constant Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~20.0 Unit ms P S T 

Set the time constant for the first-class filtering of the speed feedback. 

differentiating the encoder feedback position to obtain the motor rotation speed . The speed contains resonance 

and high-frequency interference signals. This parameter can eliminate noise, but at the same time it will cause 

a delay and slow down the loop response..  

  

PAr112 
Gain switch conditions Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 00~18 Unit - P S T 

When set PAr002 gain adjustment mode to manual mode, this parameter is valid, and is displayed in 

hexadecimal. 

 

2nd bit 

from the 

right 

1st bit 

from the 

right 

definition remark 

0 

0 Turn off gain switch function 

Only switch 

position loop 

gain and speed 

loop gain 

1 external digital input signal from OFF→ON ; 

2 

In position control mode, when the position deviation is greater 

than the setting value of parameter PAr115 (there is a command 

bit lag of 100ppr); 

3 
When the speed command corresponding to the position 
command frequency is greater than the setting value of 

parameter PAr115 (with 10rpm hysteresis); 
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4 
When the rotation speed of the servo motor is greater than the 

setting value of parameter PAr115 (with a lag of 10rpm); 

5 
When the external digital input signal is invalid from ON→
OFF; 

6 

In position control mode, when the position error is less than 

the setting value of parameter PAr115 (the command unit of 

100ppr lags behind); 

7 

When the position command frequency (modified to the 

corresponding speed command) is less than the setting value of 

parameter PAr115 (with 10rpm hysteresis); 

8 
When the rotation speed of the servo motor is less than the 

setting value of parameter PAr115 (with a lag of 10rpm); 

1 

0 Turn off the integral switch function 

Only switch 

speed loop 

integral 

1 When the external digital input signal changes from OFF→ON; 

2 

In position control mode, when the position deviation is greater 

than the setting value of parameter PAr115 (the command unit 

of 100ppr lags behind); 

3 

When the speed command corresponding to the position 

command frequency is greater than the setting value of 

parameter PAr115 (with 10rpm hysteresis); 

4 
When the rotation speed of the servo motor is greater than the 

setting value of parameter PAr115 (with a lag of 10rpm); 

5 
When the external digital input signal is invalid from ON→
OFF; 

6 

In position control mode, when the position error is less than 

the setting value of parameter PAr115 (the command unit of 

100ppr lags behind); 

7 

When the position command frequency (modified to the 

corresponding speed command) is less than the setting value of 

parameter PAr115 (with 10rpm hysteresis); 

8 
When the rotation speed of the servo motor is less than the 

setting value of parameter PAr115 (with a lag of 10rpm) 

 

PAr113 
Gain switch time Default 5 Mode 

Setting range 0~3000 Unit ms P S T 

When the gain switching condition is met, the gain will linearly and smoothly change to the target gain value 

within this time (0: turn off this function). 

 

PAr114 
Gain switch delay time Default 5 Mode 

Setting range 0~3000 Unit ms P S T 

When the gain switching conditions are met, the time set by this parameter must be delayed to 

start switching, so as to avoid false switching due to interference and other factors, causing 

system instability 

PAr115 
Gain switching threshold Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 0~32767 Unit - P S T 

Set the threshold of gain switching 

 

PAr116 
Control loop coefficient Default 75 Mode 

Setting range 10~100 Unit - P S T 

It is valid in gain automatic adjustment mode (PAr002=1 or 2). Used to determine the relationship between 

speed bandwidth and position bandwidth. 

 

PAr117 
Low frequency stiffness coefficient Default 0.5 Mode 

Setting range 0.5~4.0 Unit - P S T 
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It is valid in gain automatic adjustment mode (PAr002=1 or 2). It is used to set the stiffness of the speed loop 

at low frequency, that is, the integral time constant of the speed loop at low frequency. Its meaning is: 

Speed loop integral time constant at low frequency=
PAr102

PAr117
 

In automatic adjustment mode, increasing the setting value can increase the servo's response in low stiffness 

situations. However, the setting value is too large to cause vibration 

 

 

PAr118 
FDFF control system Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 0~100 Unit - P S T 

When set to 0, it is IP controller, when it is 100, it is PI controller, and when it is 1~99, it is PDFF controller. 

 

PAr119 
Performance extension 1 Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 0~100 Unit - P S T 

This parameter is a binary display, used to control the switch of advanced suppression function, 

 

1st/2nd/3rd/5th 

 bit from the 

right  

Reserved 

4th bit from the 

right 

Speed observer function. estimating the state of the controlled object through software, 

when the mechanical system resonates at a frequency higher than 100Hz, it is used to 

remove high-frequency vibration components and stabilize the speed loop. 

6th bit from the 

right 

Low noise mode, the current gain is appropriately reduced after turning on, which can 

improve the noise 

 

PAr120 
Torque command added value Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -100.0~100.0 Unit % P S T 

When the servo system uses a vertical axis, because there is a continuous load of system gravity, this value can 

be converted into a reference torque and added to a torque command. Please pay attention to the setting of the 

motor rotation direction. The setting value of this parameter is in the positive direction of the motor rotation. 

 

PAr121 
Forward torque compensation value Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -100.0~100.0 Unit % P S T 

The sliding friction compensation value when the motor rotates in the forward direction. 

 

PAr122 
Reverse torque compensation value Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -100.0~100.0 Unit % P S T 

The sliding friction compensation value when the motor rotates in the reverse direction. 

 

PAr123 
Friction compensation smoothing time constant Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 10~1000 Unit ms P S T 

Make a first-class difference to the friction compensation value to avoid the compensation value sudden 

changes and resulting system vibration. 

 

PAr124 
Viscous friction compensation gain Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~1000 Unit 0.1%/Krpm P S T 

Set the torque compensation value of viscous friction load. The larger the speed, the larger the viscous friction, 

setting this parameter can improve the response 

 

PAr127 
External disturbance resistance gain Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -100.0~100.0 Unit % P S T 

External disturbance compensation amount after disturbance observation. It is used to reduce the speed change 

during load disturbance. 

 

PAr128 
Torque command low pass smooth Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -100.0~100.0 Unit % P S T 
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Set the time constant for the first-class low-pass filtering of the torque command output by the speed regulator. 

The torque command output by the speed regulator may contain high-order harmonic components due to 

factors such as speed feedback fluctuations, which may lead to motor vibration. Low-pass filtering can 

eliminate high-order harmonics, but it will cause phase delay and slow down the motor response. 

PAr129 
Speed observer cut-off frequency level Default 13 Mode 

Setting range Setting range Unit - P S T 

Set the cut-off level of the built-in speed observer. 

The larger the setting value, the higher the cut-off frequency of the speed observer, and the wider the vibration 

suppression range, but the suppression strength will decrease. 

 

PAr131 
Model tracking control switch 1 Default 0100 Mode 

Setting range 0000~1211 Unit - P S T 

This parameter is displayed in hexadecimal, used to control the switch of model tracking control function 

 

1st bit 

from the 

right 

Model tracking control options 

0: Not applicable to model tracking control 

1: Applicable model tracking control 

2nd bit 

from the 

right 

Vibration suppression options 

0: No vibration suppression 

1: Add vibration suppression function to specific frequency. 

2: Additional vibration suppression function for 2 different frequencies 

3rd bit 

from the 

right 

Vibration suppression function adjustment options 

0: The vibration suppression function is not automatically adjusted by the auxiliary 

function 

1: The vibration suppression function is automatically adjusted by the auxiliary 

function 

4th bit 

from the 

right 

Speed feedforward/torque feedforward selection 

0: Model tracking control and speed/torque feedforward are not applicable at the 

same time 

1: Applicable to model tracking control and speed/torque feed forward at the same 

time 

 

PAr132 
Model tracking control gain Default 50.0 Mode 

Setting range 1.0~2000.0 Unit 1/s P S T 

PAr133 
Model tracking control gain correction Default 100.0 Mode 

Setting range 50.0~200.0 Unit % P S T 

PAr134 
Model tracking control bias (forward rotation direction) Default 100.0 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~1000.0 Unit % P S T 

PAr135 
Model tracking control bias (reverse direction) Default 100.0 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~1000.0 Unit % P S T 

PAr136 
Vibration suppression 1 frequency A Default 50.0 Mode 

Setting range 1.0~250.0 Unit Hz P S T 

PAr137 
Vibration suppression 1 frequency B Default 50.0 Mode 

Setting range 1.0~250.0 Unit Hz P S T 

PAr138 
Model tracking control speedfeedforwardcompensation Default 100.0 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~1000.0 Unit % P S T 

PAr139 
Model tracking control gain Default 50.0 Mode 

Setting range 1.0~2000.0 Unit 1/s P S T 

PAr140 
Model tracking control gain correction Default 100.0 Mode 

Setting range 50.0~200.0 Unit % P S T 

PAr141 
Vibration suppression 2 frequency Default 80.0 Mode 

Setting range 1.0~200.0 Unit Hz P S T 

PAr142 
Vibration suppression 2 correction Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 10~1000 Unit % P S T 

8.3 Vibration suppression function 
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PAr200 
Adaptive filter mode setting Default 0 Mode 

Setting range Setting range Unit - P S  

Set the mode and operation of the adaptive filter. 

Select the mode of adaptive filter; 

PAr200=0, manually set 4 notch filters; 

PAr200=1, notch filter 3 and notch filter 4 automatically adjust the depth online, and set the width manually; 

PAr200=2, clear notch filter 3 and notch filter 4. 

 

PAr201 
Filter frequency of the first notch filter Default 5000 Mode 

Setting range 50~5000 Unit Hz P S T 

set the filter frequency of the first notch filter. 

 

PAr202 
Filter width of the first notch filter Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~20 Unit - P S T 

Set the filter width of the first notch filter 

 

PAr203 
Filter depth of the first notch filter Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

Set the filter depth of the first notch filter. The filter depth setting value increases, the filter depth becomes 

shallower, and the phase bit delay decreases. 

 

PAr204 
Filter frequency of the second notch filter Default 5000 Mode 

Setting range 50~5000 Unit Hz P S T 

PAr205 
Filter width of the second notch filter Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~20 Unit - P S T 

PAr206 
Filter depth of the second notch filter Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr207 
Filter frequency of the 3rd notch filter Default 5000 Mode 

Setting range 50~5000 Unit Hz P S T 

PAr208 
Filter width of the 3rd notch filter Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~20 Unit - P S T 

PAr209 
Filter depth of the 3rd notch filter Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr210 
Filter frequency of the 4th notch filter Default 5000 Mode 

Setting range 50~5000 Unit Hz P S T 

PAr211 
Filter width of the 4th notch filter Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~20 Unit - P S T 

PAr212 
Filter depth of the 4th notch filter Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

The fourth notch filter notch depth, the larger the value, the greater the point is suppressed. Notch width setting 

table: 

notch filter width 
Bandwidth/center 

frequency 
notch filter width 

Bandwidth/center 

frequency 

0 0.1 11 3.36 

1 0.59 12 4.0 

2 0.71 13 4.76 

3 0.84 14 5.66 

4 1.0 15 6.73 

5 1.19 16 8.0 

6 1.41 17 9.51 

7 1.68 18 11.31 

8 2.0 19 13.45 

9 2.38 20 16.0 

10 2.83   

 

PAr222 Position command smoothing filter Default 100 Mode 
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Setting range 10~30000 Unit - P - - 

Set the amplitude of the speed error. The resonance frequency whose vibration amplitude is greater than this 

amplitude can be regarded as a resonance point. Need to power off and restart. 

 

PAr223 
Position command FIR filter Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~10000 Unit 0.1mS P - - 

set the time constant of the position FIR filter. Need to power off and restart 

8.4 Speed and torque control 

PAr300 
Speed input selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~3 Unit - - S - 

0:speed command input source:PAr301 

1:speed command input source: analog channel AI1 reference 

2:speed command input source:analog channel AI2 reference 

3:speed command input source : internal setting 1st speed～16th speed（PAr804~PAr833） 

Speed input can be selected from analog speed command or 16-segment internal speed, as shown in the table 

below: 

When PAr300 is set to 0,1,2,3, the speed input is related to whether the internal command speed selection input 

signal INTSPD1~3 is valid: 

PAr300s

etting 

value 

internal 

command speed 

selection 1 

（INTSPD1） 

internal 

command speed 

selection 2 

（INTSPD2） 

internal 

command speed 

selection 3 

（INTSPD3） 

internal 

command speed 

selection 4 

（INTSPD4） 

speed 

command 

selection 

0 - - - - Pr_301 

1 - - - - 

Analog speed 

command

（AI1) 

2 - - - - 

Analog speed 

command 

（AI2) 

3 

invalid invalid invalid invalid 1st speed 

valid invalid invalid invalid 2nd speed 

invalid valid invalid invalid 3rd speed 

valid valid invalid invalid 4th speed 

invalid invalid valid invalid 5th speed 

valid invalid valid invalid 6th speed 

invalid valid valid invalid 7th speed 

valid valid valid invalid 8th speed 

invalid invalid invalid valid 9th speed 

valid invalid invalid invalid 10th speed 

invalid valid invalid invalid 11th speed 

valid valid invalid invalid 12th speed 

invalid invalid valid invalid 13th speed 

valid invalid valid invalid 14th speed 

invalid valid valid invalid 15th speed 

valid valid valid valid 16th speed 

 

PAr301 
digital speed reference Default 100 Mode 

Setting range -6000~6000 Unit - - S T 

In speed control mode, set the motor target rotation value and direction. Positive value rotates in positive 

direction. 

 

PAr304 
speed S type acceleration time Default 200 Mode 

Setting range 1~65535 Unit ms - S - 
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PAr305 
speed S type deceleration time Default 200 Mode 

Setting range 1~65535 Unit ms - S - 

PAr306 
speed S type arc time Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 1~65535 Unit ms - S - 

When the servo drive is running in speed mode, these three parameters are used to set the acceleration and 

deceleration time of the motor. 

PAr304: Set the time for the motor speed to accelerate from 0 to the rated speed of the motor. 

PAr305: Set the time for the motor speed to decelerate from the rated speed of the motor to the 0 speed of the 

motor. 

PAr306: Set the smoothing time of S curve during motor acceleration and deceleration.  

Use S curve (PAr306 is not 0). During acceleration or deceleration, the drive uses three-stage acceleration 

curve to smooth the operational commands. The acceleration generated at this time is continuous to avoid 

excessive jerky jumps (differentiation of acceleration) due to sharp changes in the input command, which in 

turn stimulates vibration and noise of the mechanical structure. The user can use PAr304 to adjust the slope of 

the speed change during acceleration; use PAr305 to adjust the slope of the speed change during deceleration; 

use PAr306 to improve the steady state of the motor at start and stop. 

 

PAr311 
torque command selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~9 Unit - - - T 

Select the source of the given torque command:: 

0:Torque is referenced byPAr312, positive and antisymmetric 

1:Torque is referenced by PAr312, the reverse direction is limited by PAr315 

2:Torque is referenced by PAr312, and the reverse direction is limited by AI1 

3:Torque is referenced by PAr312, and the reverse direction is limited by AI2 

4:Torque is referenced by AI1, positive and antisymmetric 

5:Torque is referenced by AI1, and the reverse direction is limited by PAr315 

6:Torque is referenced by AI1, and the reverse direction is limited by AI2 

7:Torque is referenced by AI2, positive and antisymmetric 

8:Torque is referenced by AI2, and the reverse direction is limited by PAr315 

9:Torque is referenced by AI2, and the reverse direction is limited by AI1 

*Note: 

Note When the torque command is referenced by AI1 or AI2, , 

Torque command=
AI1 or AI2

10V
xPAr312 

When the torque limit is referenced by AI1 or AI2, 

, 

Torque command=
AI1 or AI2

10V
xPAr315 

 

PAr312 
digital torque reference Default 100.0 Mode 

Setting range -300.0~300.0 Unit % - - T 

in torque control mode, set the size and direction of motor target torque , and the reference is  motor rated 

torque 

 

PAr313 

Torque command direction speed limit command 

selection 
Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~2 Unit - - - T 

In torque control mode, select the command source to limit the motor rotation speed 

PAr313=0, limited by parameter PAr314 

PAr313=1, limited by parameter AI1 

PAr313=2, limited by parameter AI2 

 

*Note  

when the speed limit command is referenced by AI1 or AI2, ,  

Speed limit command=
AI1 or AI2

10V
xPAr314 
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PAr314 
Torque direction speed limit value Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 0~6000 Unit rpm - - T 

In torque control mode, set the speed limit value in the torque command direction 

 

PAr315 
Torque limit value in reverse direction Default 300.0 Mode 

Setting range 0~350.0 Unit % - - T 

In torque control mode, set the torque limit value of the motor in the reverse direction 

 

PAr321 
Position command source selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~1 Unit - P - - 

Select the position command source 

PAr321=0, external pulse command. The position command comes from externally input pulses number. The 

frequency of the external pulse determines the speed of the motor. 

PAr321=1, multi-stage position command, the position command comes from parameters (PAr700~PAr769). 

 

PAr322 
External pulse command smoothing filter time Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P - - 

The time constant for smoothing and filtering the external pulse command signal has no effect when set to 0. 

The function of this parameter is to smooth the input pulse command, but the command delay phenomenon 

will occur. 

Generally used for: 

1. The host computer has no acceleration and deceleration function; 

2. The electronic gear is relatively large; 

3. The command frequency is low; 

4. Occasions such as stepping, unevenness, etc. occur when the motor is running. 

 

PAr323 
External pulse input high frequency filter time Default 8 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P - - 

Set the time constant for high-frequency filtering of external pulse command input 

When the pulse reference position command is used, high-frequency interference may occur due to various 

reasons, resulting in an error in the number of pulses received by the servo drive. Set this parameter 

appropriately to avoid high frequency interference. 

If the pulse input filter time constant is Tf and the minimum width of the input signal is Tmin, the input signal 

and the filtered signal are shown in the figure below. The filtered signal will be delayed by Tf from the input 

signal. 

 

 
Pulse input filter time constant Tf must meet: Tf≤(20%~25%) Tmin 

8.5 Input and output ports, monitoring settings 

PAr400 
External digital input 1 function selection Default 1 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

Set the function of the external digital input 1 terminal, as shown in the table below: 

 

Code Symbol Function name Description Trigger method 

0 DI Disable No function No function definition, the terminal is not used - 

1 SRV-ON servo enable 
ON:servo enable 

OFF:servo enable cancel 
Level trigger 
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Code Symbol Function name Description Trigger method 

2 EMGS Emergency stop 
ON:emergency stop 

OFF: no function 
Level trigger 

3 A-CLR 
Alarm and fault 

reset 
OFF→ON:Reset resettable fault Edge trigger 

4 INH Pulse prohibited 
ON- Prohibit command pulse input 

OFF:Allow pulse input 
Level trigger 

5 C-MODE 
Control mode 

switch 

Control mode switch, see the description 

of PAr001 for the meaning of ON/OFF 
Level trigger 

6 CL 
Position deviation 

counter clear 
For Trigger method see PAr46 definition edge/Level trigger 

7 CMD0 
Internal command 

bit0 (CMD0) In multi-segment position control mode, 

this signal is the position multi-segment 

switching function; 

In multi-speed control mode, this signal 

is the speed multi-speed switching 

function 

Level trigger 

8 CMD1 
Internal command 

bit1 (CMD1) 
Level trigger 

9 CMD2 
Internal command 

bit2 (CMD2) 
Level trigger 

10 CMD3 
Internal command 

bit3 (CMD3) 
Level trigger 

11 CTRG 
Internal command 

trigger 
Internal trigger Edge trigger 

12 VC-SIGN 
Speed command 

direction selection 

ON: Speed command reverse 

OFF: set the speed command direction 
Level trigger 

13 GAIN Gain switching 
ON: Use the second gain 

OFF: use the first gain 
Level trigger 

14 ZEROSPD 
Speed command 

zero fixed enable 

ON: zero fixed function enabl 

OFF: Function is invalid 
Level trigger 

15 GNUM1 

Electronic gear 

ratio numerator 

selection 

0(GNUM1) 

GNUM2 GNUM1 Code 

0 0 PAr010 

0 1 PAr014 

1 0 PAr016 

1 1 PAr018 
 

Level trigger 

16 GNUM2 

Electronic gear 

ratio numerator 

selection 

1(GNUM2) 

Level trigger 

17 JOG_P Forward jog 
ON: Forward jog operation 

OFF: No function 
Level trigger 

18 JOG_N Negative jog 
ON: Reverse jog operation 

OFF: No function 
Level trigger 

19 POT 
Prohibit forward 

drive 

ON-allow forward drive 

OFF-Prohibit forward drive 
Level trigger 

20 NOT 
Prohibit reverse 

drive 

ON-allow reverse drive 

OFF- prohibit reverse drive 
Level trigger 

21 Reserved  

22 TDIR_SEL 
Torque command 

direction selection 

ON: Torque command reverse 

OFF: Set torque direction 
Level trigger 

23 ORGP 
External detector 

input 

Rising edge: external detector is valid 

Falling edge: external detector is 
Edge trigger 

24 SHOM Return to Origin OFF→ON: start home return function Edge trigger 

25  
Internal torque 

limit 2 

ON-Internal torque limit 2 enable 

OFF-internal torque limit 2 prohibited 
Level trigger 

 

PAr401 
External digital input 2 function selection Default 4 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr402 
External digital input 3 function selection Default 6 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 
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PAr403 
External digital input 4 function selection Default 13 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr404 
External digital input 5 function selection Default 3 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr405 
External digital input 6 function selection Default 19 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr406 
External digital input 7 function selection Default 20 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr407 
External digital input 8 function selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr462 
External digital input 9 function selection Default 5 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr463 
External digital input 10 function selection Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

same with PAr400 parameter function description 

 

PAr408 
External digital input level logic Default 0000000000 Mode 

Setting range 0000000000~1111111111 Unit - P S T 

This parameter uses binary display to set the level logic of each external digital input terminal. From right to 

left, it corresponds to external digital input 1~external digital input 8. Set 0 to indicate that the external input 

low level is valid, and set 1 to indicate the external input high The level is valid, and each terminal can be set 

individually. 

 

PAr409 
External digital output 1 function selection Default 1 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

Set the function of the external digital output 1 terminal, as follows: 

 

code symbol function name description 

0 DO disable 无 No definition, the terminal is not used 

1 S-RDY Servo ready 
valid-the servo is ready and can receive S-ON commands 

Invalid-Servo is not ready to receive S-ON command 

2 ZERO Motor zero speed 
valid-motor speed is zero 

Invalid-motor speed is not zero 

3 INP Positioning arrival 

Valid: In position control mode, the number of position 

deviation pulses is less than the positioning completion width 

PAr454 setting value, and meets the conditions of PAr452 

4 PNEAR Location close 

Valid: In position control mode, the number of position 

deviation pulses is less than the positioning approach width 

PAr453 setting value 

5 ALM Alarm output 
valid: An alarm event has occurred 

Invalid: no alarm event 

6 BRK-OFF Brake control 
valid-release the holding brake (brake is energized) 

Invalid-close the holding brake (brake is de-energized)） 

7 TGON Motor rotation 
valid-the motor is rotating 

Invalid-the motor stops rotating 

8 WARN Warning output 
valid: A warning event occurred 

Invalid: no warning event 

9 V-COIN Speed approaching 
Valid: During speed control, the actual motor speed reaches or 

exceeds the setting value of PAr459. 

10 AT-SPEED Consistent speed 
Valid: During speed control, the actual motor speed reaches or 

exceeds the setting value of PAr460.. 

11 TCL Torque limit 

valid-motor torque is limited 

Invalid-motor torque is not limited X6 series servo drive 

manual 

12 V-LIMIT Speed limit 
valid-motor speed is limited 

Invalid-motor speed is not limited 
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code symbol function name description 

13 T_CMP Consistent torque 

Valid: motor output torque reaches the reference value 

Invalid: Motor output torque does not reach the reference 

value 

14 Home Return to Origin 
valid: Return to origin completed 

Invalid: Return to origin has not been completed 

15 S_RUN servo enable 
valid: Servo ON 

Invalid: Servo OFF 

 

PAr410 
External digital output 2 function selection Default 6 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr411 
External digital output 3 function selection Default 3 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

PAr412 
External digital output 4 function selection Default 5 Mode 

Setting range 0~99 Unit - P S T 

Same as PAr409 parameter function description 

 

PAr414 
External digital output terminal conduction logic Default 0000 Mode 

Setting range 0000~1111 Unit - P S T 

This parameter uses binary display and set the level logic of each external digital output terminal. From right 

to left, it corresponds to external digital input 1~external digital input 4. Set 0 to indicate that it is conduction 

when the event is valid, and off when the event is invalid. Set 1 to indicate conduction when the event is invalid, 

and off when it is valid.  

 

PAr415 
input mandatory valid for External digital input Default 0000000000 Mode 

Setting range 0000000000~1111111111 Unit - P S T 

This parameter uses binary display to make each external digital input terminal mandatory. The parameter 

corresponds to external digital input 1-external digital input 8 from right to left. If set to 0 means the input of 

this bit is determined by the external circuit, and 1 means mandatory the external digital input terminal is valid, 

the corresponding function is enabled, and the parameter is cleared after restart. 

 

PAr416 
External digital output mandatory output Default 0000 Mode 

Setting range 0000~1111 Unit - P S T 

This parameter uses binary display to make each external digital input terminal mandatory. The parameter 

corresponds to external digital input 1-external digital input 4 from right to left. If set to 0 means the input of 

this bit is determined by setting function, and 1 means mandatory the external digital output terminal is output 

conduction, and the parameter is cleared after restart. 

 

PAr417 
External digital input filter time Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~20 Unit ms P S T 

Set the filter time of the external digital input terminal. When there is strong external interference, to prevent 

external interference, you can set the filter time for the external digital input terminal. Its meaning is that the 

signal of the external digital input terminal must be maintained for more than the time set by PAr417 before it 

is confirmed by the drive that the state of the external digital input terminal has changed (OFF→ON or ON→
OFF). 

 

PAr418 
An external digital output valid delay Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 

PAr419 
External digital output 1 invalid delay Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 

PAr420 
External digital output 2 valid delay Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 

PAr421 
External digital output 2 invalid delay Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 

PAr422 
External digital output 3 valid delay Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 
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PAr423 
External digital output 3 invalid delay Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 

PAr424 
External digital output 4 valid delay Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 

PAr425 
External digital output 4 invalid delay C 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~30000 Unit ms P S T 

Set the valid and invalid delay time of each external digital output output, as shown in the figure below: 

 
 

PAr428 
AI1 filter time Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 0~10000 Unit ms P S T 

Set the first-class low-pass filter time constant of AI1 analog input. Perform a first-class low-pass filter on the 

analog input of AI1 to reduce the analog fluctuation which caused by external electromagnetic interference 

and delay the vibration caused by the analog sudden change. But if the setting is too large, the system response 

will be slower 

 

PAr429 
AI1 Hysteresis Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~300 Unit mv P S T 

Set the hysteresis level of AI1 analog input. When using analog to adjust the speed or torque, even if the analog 

reference remains unchanged, due to electromagnetic interference and internal sampling circuit,  actually 

detected analog by servo drive may fluctuate, and resulting unable to obtain a stable speed or torque reference. 

This situation can be improved by adjusting this parameter. 

Instructions:  

When external referencing a constant analog signal (non-zero, it is recommended to be greater than 1V), 

monitor the value of D033 (AI1 channel). If there is unacceptable fluctuation, you can increase the value of 

this parameter appropriately to make the monitored value no longer fluctuate.  

*Note that the greater the hysteresis, the greater the step of the speed or torque command.  it may be 

unvailable to adjust the speed or torque to a specific value by analog. 

 

PAr430 
AI1 Hysteresis Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -3000~3000 Unit mv P S T 

set AI1 For the bias voltage of the analog input, due to circuit reasons, there may be a DC bias voltage in the 

external analog reference. This situation can be corrected by setting this parameter. 

Instructions:  

Measure the actual reference voltage of AI1, then check the value displayed by D033 (AI1 channel), calculate 

the difference between it, unit is millivolt, fill in the calculation result into this parameter to eliminate the 

deviation.  

*Note that the offset is to translate the entire analog curve. Therefore, if there is a deviation only at 0V, the 

offset should not be used but the dead zone should be used for adjustment. 

 

PAr431 
AI1 dead zone Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -3000~3000 Unit mv P S T 

Set the dead zone range of AI1 analog input. 

Because of circuit and environmental reasons, analog reference will have zero drift. This parameter is used to 

set the loop width. When the actual value of the external analog reference is within this range, it will be 

processed as 0V. 

 

PAr432 
AI1 zero drift Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -2000~2000 Unit mv P S T 

The automatic correction setting can be made through the auxiliary function AF_oFA. 
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PAr433 
AI2 filter time Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 0~10000 Unit ms P S T 

Set the first-class low-pass filter time constant of AI2 analog input. A first-class low-pass filter is performed 

on the analog input of AI2 to reduce the fluctuation of the analog caused by external electromagnetic 

interference and delay the vibration caused by the sudden change of the analog. But if   

the setting is too large, the system response will be slower.  

 

PAr434 
AI2 bias Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 0~300 Unit mv P S T 

Set the hysteresis level of AI2 analog input. When using analog to adjust the speed or torque, even if the analog 

reference remains unchanged, due to electromagnetic interference and internal sampling circuit, the actual 

analog detected by the drive may fluctuate, resulting unable to obtain a stable speed or torque reference. . This 

situation can be improved by adjusting this parameter. 

Instructions:  

When external referencing a constant analog signal (non-zero, it is recommended to be greater than 1V), 

monitor the value of D034 (AI2 channel). If there is unacceptable fluctuation, this parameter value can be 

appropriately increased so that the monitored value no longer fluctuates. 

*Note that the greater the hysteresis, the greater the stepping of the speed or torque command, that is, it may 

not be possible to adjust the speed or torque to a specific value by analog. 

 

PAr435 
AI2bias Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -3000~3000 Unit mv P S T 

Set the bias voltage of the AI2 analog input. Due to circuit reasons, the external analog reference may have a 

DC bias voltage. This situation can be corrected by setting this parameter. Instructions:  

Measure the actual reference voltage of AI2, and then check the value displayed by D034 (AI2 channel), 

calculate the difference between it, unit is millivolt, and fill in the calculation result into this parameter to 

eliminate the deviation. 

*Note that the offset is to translate the entire analog curve. Therefore, if there is a deviation only at 0V, the 

offset should not be used but the dead zone should be used for adjustment. 

 

PAr436 
AI2 dead zone Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -3000~3000 Unit mv P S T 

Set the dead zone range of AI2 analog input. 

Because of circuit and environmental reasons, analog reference will have zero drift. This parameter is used to 

set the loop width. When the actual value of the external analog reference is within this range, it will be 

processed as 0V. 

 

PAr437 
AI2 zero drift Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -2000~2000 Unit mv P S T 

Auto correction setting can be done through the auxiliary function AF_oFA set AO1 terminal output definition  

 

PAr438 
AO1 function selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~20 Unit - P S T 

PAr441 
AO2 function selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~20 Unit - P S T 

Set AO1/AO2 terminal output definition.  

 

code Function definition code Function definition 

0 
Actual.motor.speed:.1V.corresponds.to.

1000rpm 
9 Direct.output.PAr445:10000mV~10000mV 

1 
Speed.command:.1V.corresponds.to10

00rpm 
10 AI1.input:-10V~10V corresponding to -10V~10V 

2 
Torque command: 1V.corresponds to 

100.0% rated torque 
11 AI2.input:10V~10Vcorresponding to-10V~10V 
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3 
Position.deviation:1mV.corresponds.to.

1 command unit deviation 
12 

Speed.feedforward.value:1Vcorresponds to 

1000rpm 

4 
Position deviation:1mVcorresponds to 

1 encoderunit deviation 
13 

Torque.feedforwardvalue:1V 

corresponds.to.100.0%.of.ratedtorque 

5 
Speedcorresponding.to.pulse 

command:1Vcorresponds.to1000rpm 
14 Effective gain: 0V first gain, 5V second gain 

6 
Actualtorque output: 1V corresponds 

to 100.0% of rated torque 
15 

End.of.position.command transmission: 

5Vcompleted,0V not completed 

7 
Positioning.completed:5V completed, 

0V not completed 
16 Busvoltage:1Vcorrespondsto 100V 

8 
Direct.outputPAr444:10000mV~10000

mV 
- Reserved 

 

PAr439 
AO1 gain Default 1.00 Mode 

Setting range -10.00~10.00 Unit - P S T 

PAr440 
AO1 offset Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -10000~10000 Unit mv P S T 

PAr442 
AO2 gain Default 1.00 Mode 

Setting range -10.00~10.00 Unit - P S T 

PAr443 
AO2 bias Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -10000~10000 Unit mv P S T 

Adjust the gain and bias of analog output terminals AO1 / AO2. 

Analog output voltage = selected output * analog gain + analog offset 

Note: These are all signed numbers, so the calculation relationship must be considered. 

 

PAr444 
AO1 direct output Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -10000~10000 Unit mv P S T 

PAr445 
AO2 direct output Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -10000~10000 Unit mv P S T 

The AO port directly outputs the voltage value set by this parameter, which is used to test whether the driver 

output, circuit and host computer sampling are intact. After the servo restarts, the parameters are cleared.  

 

PAr446 

Position deviation clear external digital input signal 

action selection 
Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~3 Unit - P S T 

The external digital input terminal is set to position deviation clear, and the terminal work trigger type is set 

through this parameter. 

PAr446=0: Clear through the rising edge of external digital input 

PAr446=1: Clear through external digital input low level 

PAr446=2: Clear through external digital input high level 

PAr446=3: Clear through the falling edge of external digital input 

 

PAr452 
Positioning completion output setting Default 1 Mode 

setting rang 0~6 Unit - P S T 

Select positioning completion signal output valid conditions. 

PAr452=0: The absolute value of position deviation is less than PAr454. 

PAr452=1: The absolute value of the position deviation is less than PAr454, and the position command is 0. 

PAr452=2: The absolute value of the position deviation is less than PAr454, and the position command is 0, 

and the motor is at zero speed. 

PAr452=3: The absolute value of the position deviation is less than PAr454, and the position command is 0, 

the two conditions are met at the same time and the duration reaches the positioning completion holding time 

PAr455. 

When one of the above 3 conditions is not met, the external digital output terminal output is immediately 

invalid. Re-judgment is required to be available again. 
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PAr452=4: The absolute value of the position deviation is less than PAr454, and the position command is 0, 

and the motor is zero speed, the three conditions are met at the same time and the duration reaches the 

positioning completion holding time PAr455. 

When one of the above 4 conditions is not met, the output of the external digital output terminal is immediately 

invalid. If it is valid again, it will be judged again. 

PAr452=5: The absolute value of the position deviation is less than PAr454, and the position command is 0. 

When the condition is always met, the external digital output terminal output becomes invalid after PAr455 

continues. When a condition is not met, the output of the external digital output terminal is immediately invalid. 

PAr452=6: The absolute value of the position deviation is less than PAr454, and the position command is 0, 

and the motor is at zero speed. 

When the condition is always met, the external digital output terminal output becomes invalid after PAr455 

continues. When a condition is not met, the output of the external digital output terminal is immediately invalid. 

 

PAr453 
Positioning approaching width Default 20 Mode 

Setting range 1~65535 Unit ppr P S T 

PAr454 
Positioning completed width Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 1~65535 Unit ppr P S T 

standard setting for Positioning approaching and completing. 

When the position deviation count is less than the PAr453 setting value, the relevant external digital output 

terminal will output valid. 

When the position deviation count is less than the PAr454 setting value and meets the conditions selected by 

PAr452, the relevant external digital output terminals will output valid. 

 

PAr454 
Positioning completion hold time Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 0~3000 Unit ms P S T 

Set the hold time when PAr452=3/4/5/6 

 

PAr456 
Zero speed signal output value Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 10~1000 Unit rpm P S T 

Set the standard for zero-speed detection. When the absolute value of the motor speed is less than the setting 

value of this parameter, the set external digital output terminal has output 

 

PAr457 
Rotation signal output value Default 20 Mode 

Setting range 10~1000 Unit rpm P S T 

the standard of setting motor rotation status detection. When the absolute value of the motor speed is greater 

than the setting value of this parameter, the set external digital output terminal has output 

 

PAr458 
Speed command zero fixed threshold Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 0~300 Unit rpm P S T 

The analog speed command zero fixed value setting, namely zero clamp. 

When the servo is set to speed mode and the speed command is an external analog reference, even if the analog 

voltage is 0, the motor may not stand still due to external electromagnetic interference or zero drift. 

If the external analog input voltage is required to be near 0V, the motor must be stationary, then this function 

can be used. 

To enable this function, the following two conditions must be met: 

1. The input analog voltage is processed by dead zone, hysteresis, etc., and then filtered, the absolute value of 

the corresponding speed command is less than PAr458; 

2. The driver is defined as the valid external digital input terminal of the zero fixed signal. 

When the above conditions are met, the servo will automatically switch from speed mode to position mode, so 

that the motor will be locked within the range specified by PAr454 at this position. Even under the action of 

external force, it will return to the zero clamp position. 

Once the speed command is greater than PAr458, regardless of the state of the zero fixed signal terminal, it 

immediately returns to speed mode to follow the command. Set the speed to reach the signal output threshold. 

When the motor speed reaches and exceeds this setting value, the external digital output terminal output is 

valid. 
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PAr459 
reached speed Default 1000 Mode 

Setting range 20~6000 Unit rpm P S T 

 
*Note that the 10rpm offset, the actual value of the speed arrival signal is::  

OFF→ON:PAr459+10rpm  

ON→OFF: PAr459-10rpm  

PAr460 
Speed consistency threshold Default 20 Mode 

Setting range 10~100 Unit rpm P S T 

When the absolute value of the command speed minus the current speed difference is less than or equal to the 

value of PAr460, the external digital output terminal output is valid.  

 
*Note that the 10rpm offset, the actual value of the speed arrival signal is::  

OFF→ON:PAr460+10rpm 

ON→OFF: PAr460-10rpm 

 

PAr461 
Torque consistency threshold Default 5.0 Mode 

Setting range 3.0~100.0 Unit % P S T 

When the absolute value of the command torque minus the current torque difference is less than or equal to the 

value of PAr461, the external digital output terminal output is valid.  

 
* Pay attention to the 3% hysteresis, the actual detection width for torque consistency is:  

OFF→ON:PAr461+10rpm 

ON→OFF: PAr461-10rpm 
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8.6 Extended function parameters 

PAr504 
Torque limit value when the main circuit voltage drops Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 1.0~100.0 Unit rpm P S T 

Set the limit value of motor output torque when the drive DC bus voltage is lower than 80%. 

 

PAr505 

Torque limit release time when the main circuit voltage 

drops 
Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 10~1000 Unit ms P S T 

The voltage of the autonomous circuit is restored to 90% of the rated value, and the torque limit value is 

restored to the original value within this time.. 

 

PAr506 
Instantaneous power failure retention time Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 10~1000 Unit ms P S T 

keep the motor energized time when an instantaneous power failure of the main circuit power supply. 

 

PAr507 
External torque limit Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~350.0 Unit ms P S T 

Set the external torque limit value, the reference is the rated torque of the motor. 

When the external digital input terminal set as the internal torque limit function is valid, the output torque 

limit value of the motor will be smoothly transitioned to the setting value of this parameter according to the 

setting of PAr508, and continue until the external digital input terminal is invalid. 

When the external digital input terminal becomes invalid, the motor's output torque limit value is set 

according to PAr509. Smooth transition to the torque limit source value set by PAr024. 

Set the limit value of motor output torque when the drive DC bus voltage is lower than 80%. 

Set the limit value of motor output torque when the drive DC bus voltage is lower than 80% Set the limit 

value of motor output torque when the drive DC bus voltage is lower than 80%  

 
*Note : 

1: The external torque limit is valid in both FWD and REV directions 

2:Generally  the setting value of PAr507 should be smaller than PAr025 and PAr026, but it can be 

larger.  

PAr508 
Torque limit switch setting 1 Default 300 Mode 

Setting range 0.1~500.0 Unit % P S T 

When the external digital input terminal set as the internal torque limit function is valid, the motor output 

torque limit value changes to the setting value of PAr507 according to this slope. 

unit is the percentage of the torque limit value change per millisecond relative to the rated torque of the motor. 

 

PAr509 
Torque limit switch setting 2 Default 300 Mode 

Setting range 0.1~500.0 Unit % P S T 

When the external digital input terminal set as the internal torque limit function is valid, the motor output 

torque limit value changes to the setting value of PAr024 according to this slope. 

unit is the percentage of the torque limit value change per millisecond relative to the rated torque of the motor. 

 

PAr510 

When the external torque limit is valid, the position 

deviation alarm shield selection 
Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~1 Unit - P S T 
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When the external digital input terminal set as the internal torque limit function is valid and the motor output 

torque is limited to the setting value of PAr025, select whether to suspend the detection of excessive position 

deviation. 

PAr510=0: Excessive position deviation detection is still performed during the valid period of the external 

digital input terminal; 

PAr510=1: The detection of excessive position deviation is suspended while the external digital input terminal 

is valid. 

 

PAr511 

After the external torque limit is invalid, the alarm shield 

invalid delay 
Default 10000 Mode 

Setting range 1~10000 Unit - P S T 

When PAr510=1, set the external digital input terminal of the internal torque limit function turns from valid to 

invalid, how long will it take to delay recover position deviation excessive detection. 

If PAr030 is set to a small value, if the motor is in a locked-rotor state and the drive continues to receive 

position command pulses during the valid period of the external digital input terminal, when the external digital 

input terminal becomes invalid, an position deviation excessive alarm may be detected immediately. Setting 

this parameter can delay a certain period of time to allow the motor to run to reduce the position deviation and 

avoid position deviation alarm excessive immediately.  

 

PAr512 
JOG speed Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 1~6000 Unit rpm P S T 

PAr513 
JOG acceleration and deceleration time Default 200 Mode 

Setting range 1~30000 Unit ms P S T 

Set the motor rotation speed and acceleration/deceleration time during JOG. The reference of the 

acceleration/deceleration time is the time required for the motor to accelerate from 0 to the rated speed or 

reverse. 

The drive can be jog through the function parameter AF_JoG. 

The jog operation through the function parameter AF_JoG must be performed when the servo is OFF, and 

the jog operation through the external digital input terminal can be performed when the servo is OFF and 

ON. 

Jog command execution: 

 

Original state JOG terminal OFF→ON and continue JOG terminal ON→OFF 

motor static 
Press PAr513 to run to the setting speed by 

PAr512, and running continuously  

To deceleration from the setting value 

of PAr513 to 0 speed and restore the 

original control mode 

Pulse command 

position mode 

Clear the stagnant pulse, with the current 

speed as the starting point to run from the 

setting speed of PAr513 to the setting speed 

of PAr512 , and continue to run. 

when the JOG command is invalid, 

restore position mode operation, and  

starting to  receive command pulses. 

Multi position 

mode 

Clear the stagnant pulse, with the current 

speed as the starting point to run from the 

setting speed of PAr513 to the setting speed 

of PAr512 , and continue to run. 

Restore the multi-segment position 

mode, run the remaining pulse 

command of the current segment (the 

cleared stagnant pulse will not be 

executed) 

speed mode 

to run from the setting speed of PAr513 to 

the setting speed of PAr512 , and continue 

to run. 

as the value of PAr304 to accelerate or 

PAr305 to decelerate to the specified 

speed by the current speed command. 

torque mode 

 with the current speed as the starting point 

to run from the setting speed of PAr513 to 

the setting speed of PAr512 , and continue 

to run. 

Restore torque mode, run according to 

current torque command 

 

PAr514 
Offline inertia identification self-learning torque Default 50 Mode 

Setting range 10~200 Unit - P S T 

When offline learning the load inertia ratio , the percentage of the motor output torque to the motor rated torque. 
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Set the value, the possible mechanical shock will occur, but the identification time and the number of rotations 

required by the motor are also shorter, please set an appropriate value according to the machine. 

when setting the DC bus voltage of servo drive is lower than 80%,  motor output torque limit value 

 

PAr515 

Maximum number of cycles for offline inertia 

identification 
Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 1~20 Unit - P S T 

Parameter function: set the maximum number of turns allowed for off-line inertia identification 

If the system inertia cannot be successfully identified when the motor runs to this number of turns, or the motor 

cannot run to this number of turns during the inertia identification process, an E1C alarm will be generated. 

*Note: When the system inertia cannot be successfully identified, and the mechanical condition allows the 

motor to rotate more times, please increase the setting value of this parameter. 

*Note: When the system inertia cannot be successfully identified, and the mechanical condition does not allow 

the motor to rotate more times, please add the setting value of PAr514. 

 

PAr518 
Drive overload warning threshold Default 80 Mode 

Setting range 20~100 Unit - P S T 

Set the drive overload warning threshold, the reference is the drive's rated output current. 

The drive has an overload protection function, which starts to generate an overload curve at 100% of the drive's 

rated current, but in this case it will directly enter the alarm state. This parameter can set the drive 

The threshold of overload warning. Once it is detected that the drive overload is greater than this setting value, 

the drive overload warning A03 will be issued, but the operation will not stop. 

 

PAr519 
Motor overload warning threshold Default 10 Mode 

Setting range 20~100 Unit - P S T 

Set the warning threshold of servo motor overload, the reference is the rated current of the servo motor. 

The drive has a motor overload protection function, which starts to generate an overload curve according to 

100% of the matched servo motor's rated load, but in this case it will directly enter the alarm state. Ginseng 

It can set the threshold of motor overload warning. Once the motor overload is detected to be greater than this 

setting value, the motor overload warning A03 will be issued, but the operation will not stop. 

 

PAr520 
The motor blocked to judgement the minimum load Default 150 Mode 

Setting range 10.0~250.0 Unit % P S T 

Set the minimum output torque for motor blocked judgment. 

 

PAr521 
Motor blocked judgment speed Default 150 Mode 

Setting range 0~500 Unit rpm P S T 

When the motor blocking protection is turned on, set the maximum motor speed to judgement whether the 

 

PAr522 
Motor blocked judgment time Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 50~2000 Unit ms P S T 

motor is in a blocked state 

When the motor blocking protection is turned on, set the duration time of judging whether the motor is in a 

blocked state 

Set motor output torque limit value when the drive DC bus voltage is lower than 80%. 

 

PAr523 
Motor blocked limit current Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 0.0~150.0 Unit % P S T 

When the motor blocked protection is turned on, set the maximum motor current in the blocked state 

 

PAr530 
Zero return failure alarm time Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~65535 Unit - P S T 

Since the origin return command is received, if the origin cannot be located within the time set by this parameter, 

the drive will display Err18 alarm and the ALM terminal will act. 

When this parameter is set to 0, the monitoring of original return is turned off, and no alarm will be issued even 

if original return fails. 
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*Note: It is recommended to set a suitable time for PAr530 to avoid false alarms when the execution time is 

lo 

 

PAr531 
Origin trigger start mode Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~2 Unit - P S T 

Select the start method of the original return function 

PAr531=0: Close the original return function. 

PAr531=1: When the servo drive is powered on for the first time, once the servo is enabled (S-ON), it will 

automatically perform original return immediately. 

PAr531=2: When the external digital input terminal of original return enable is valid, the homing starts 

immediately. Even if the external digital input terminal is invalid when it is not completed, 

The execution of original return cannot be aborted. 

 

PAr532 
Origin return method Default 1 Mode 

Setting range 1~35 Unit - P S T 

Set the short-distance movement method when reaching near the origin 

 

PAr533 
zero return the 1st step high speed setting Default 500 Mode 

Setting range 0~6000 Unit rpm P S T 

When executing the original return function, the motor running speed before reaching the reference point. 

 

PAr534 
zero return the 2nd step low speed setting Default 500 Mode 

Setting range 0~6000 Unit rpm P S T 

When the origin return function is executed, after reaching the reference point, the motor running speed is 

finally positioned to the origin. 

This speed should not be set too high, otherwise overshoot may occur when the load inertia is large. 

PAr535 
Origin return acceleration time Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 1~30000 Unit ms P S T 

PAr536 
Origin return deceleration time Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 1~30000 Unit ms P S T 

set the acceleration and deceleration time during the original return process. 

Acceleration time refers to the time from 0 speed to the rated speed of the motor. 

Deceleration time refers to the time to decelerate from the rated speed of the motor to 0 speed 

 

PAr538 
Origin return offset pulse number Default 0 Mode 

Setting range -2147483647~2147483647 Unit pulse P S T 

8.7 Communication parameters 

PAr600 
Local MODBUS communication station number setting Default 1 Mode 

Setting range 1~254 Unit - P S T 

The address of this machine as a communication slave 

 

PAr601 
MODBUS communication baud rate Default 1 Mode 

settingrange 0~5 Unit - P S T 

Set the drive’s communication baud rate  

PAr601=0:4800 bps  

PAr601=1:9600 bps  

PAr601=2:19200 bps  

PAr601=3:38400 bps  

PAr601=4:57600 bps  

PAr601=5:115200 bps  

 

PAr602 
communication data format Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~5 Unit - P S T 

Set the communication data format of this machine 
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PAr602=0: no parity 1+8+N+1 

PAr602=1: odd parity 1+8+O+1 

PAr602=2: Even parity 1+8+E+1 

PAr602=3: No parity 1+8+N+2 

PAr602=4: odd parity 1+8+O+2 

PAr602=5: Even parity 1+8+E+2 

 

PAr603 
Communication response delay Default 2 Mode 

Setting range 1~20 Unit ms P S T 

Parameters function: set communication response delay time. 

When the machine receives the communication command from the host computer, it will delay this time to 

respond. 

 

PAr604 

Parameter storage selection during MODBUS 

communication 
Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~1 Unit - P S T 

PAr604=0: through MODBUS communication send data to servo is determined the setting of PAr605 is saved 

or not 

PAr604=1: The data sent to the drive through MOUBUS communication will never be saved.  

8.8 Internal position control description 

PAr701 
Multi segment location execution mode Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~7 Unit - P S T 

Set servo position control mode: 

0:After servo enable, it will be set automatically according to the 16th segment position, and it will run 

cyclically from the 1st segment to the 16th segment. 

1:After servo enable, it will be set automatically according to the 16-segment position, and stop after running 

one round from the 1st to the 16th. 

2:After servo enable, after receiving the external switch trigger signal (code11), set according to the 16th 

segment position, and stop after running from the 1st segment to the 16th segment. 

3:After servo enable, after receiving the external switch trigger signal (code11), according to the number of 

external switch combinations (code definition 7, 8, 9, 10), execute the corresponding segment and stop. 

4:After the servo enable, after receiving the external switch trigger signal, the stepping mode executes the 1st 

to the 16th step in sequence. For example: when servo is enabled, the first trigger signal will execute the 

first segment, and the servo will be in a waiting state after completion. When the second trigger signal is 

received, the second stage will be executed, and the servo will be in a waiting state after completion, and 

so on. When the 16th segment is completed, when the trigger signal is received again, the first segment 

will be triggered from the beginning 

.5:Similar to PAr700=4, the difference is that when the 16th segment is completed and the trigger signal is 

received again, the 16th segment will be executed again. 

6:After servo enable, after receiving the external switch trigger signal, it executes the number of segments set 

by parameter PAr701, and stops after execution, and PAr701 automatically returns to 0. 

7:After servo enable, the number of segments set by parameter PAr701 will be executed immediately, and and 

stops after execution,  and PAr701 will automatically return to 0. 

PAr701 

Multi segment position execution segment number 

selection 
Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~16 Unit - P - - 

Set the number of execution segments in multi segment position, which is used when par 700 = 6 or 7. 

 

PAr702 
Multi segment position command selection Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~1 Unit - P - - 

PAr703 
Multi segment position acceleration time Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 1~10000 Unit ms P - - 

PAr704 
Multi segment position deceleration time Default 100 Mode 

Setting range 1~10000 Unit ms P - - 
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Set the deceleration time from the rated speed of the motor to 0 speed. 

 

Internal 

position 

The number of pulses of 

the internal position 

(Pulse) 

The moving speed of the 

internal position  

(Rpm) 

Stop time of internal 

position  

(ms) 

1ST PAr706 PAr708 PAr709 

2ND PAr710 PAr712 PAr713 

3RD PAr714 PAr716 PAr717 

4TH PAr718 PAr720 PAr721 

5TH PAr722 PAr724 PAr725 

6TH PAr726 PAr728 PAr729 

7TH PAr730 PAr732 PAr733 

8TH PAr734 PAr736 PAr737 

9TH PAr738 PAr740 PAr741 

10TH PAr742 PAr744 PAr745 

11TH PAr746 PAr748 PAr749 

12TH PAr750 PAr752 PAr753 

13TH PAr754 PAr756 PAr757 

14TH PAr758 PAr760 PAr761 

15TH PAr762 PAr764 PAr765 

16TH PAr766 PAr768 PAr769 

The number of pulses of the internal position: Set the target number of pulses for the position movement. 

The moving speed of the internal position: Set the rotation speed of the first stage position at a constant speed. 

Stop time of internal position: When the cycle operation is selected (PAr700=0, 1, 2), the execution of the 

pulse number of this segment is completed, and the next position command will be executed after waiting for 

this time. When PAr700=3, 4, 5, 6, 7, this parameter is invalid. 

 

Internal multi position control function operation guide 

1. PAr001=0，set servo position control mode. 

2. PAr321=1，set position command source is internal multi position. 

3. Parameter PAr008 sets the number of single-turn pulses. 

4. External switch input function setting, parameter PAr400-PAr407,PAr462,PAr463 corresponds to DI1-

DI10 code setting. 

Code Function name Function description Trigger method 

7 
internal command 1 

(INTCMD1) 
Combine into a 4-bit binary number, 

select the number of segments to 

execute the internal position, such as 

0000 for the first segment, 1111 for 

the 16th segment 

Level trigger 

8 
internal command 2 

(INTCMD2) 
Level trigger 

9 
internal command 3 

(INTCMD3) 
Level trigger 

10 
internal command 4 

(INTCMD4) 
Level trigger 

11 internal command trigger 
Trigger execution of internal multi-

segment position function 
Edge trigger 

 

5. Parameter PAr700- PAr769, specially used for internal multi-segment position control function setting 

a) Parameter PAr700 is configured according to actual application requirements:. 

b) Parameter PAr701, set the number of execution stages of multi-segment position, used when 

PAr700=6 or 7.. 

c) The parameters PAr702, PAr703, and PAr704 are used to set the acceleration and deceleration time 

of the motor in the multi-stage position control mode.. 

d) Divide into 16 groups starting from parameter PAr706, corresponding to the 1st to 16th stages of the 

multi-segment position command, every 3 function codes set a target position, the allowable constant 

speed to reach the target position, and the waiting time after the positioning is completed. 
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Control method: 

Combining the above parameter settings, three ways can be used to control the drive to realize the internal 

multi-stage position control function: 

 

1:Operate through the keyboard of the drive itself 

For example, use AF_Son to set the internal enable of the servo and the motor starts to run. The motor is set 

according to the  first stage position, forward rotation 100000 pulses, the speed is 100 rpm per minute, stop 

for 1 second, and then set according to the second stage position, reverse 100,000 pulses, 100 rpm per minute, 

run for 1 second, stop for 1 second, Cycle operation. 

The parameter settings are as follows: 

 

Parameter code Setting value 

PAr001 0 

PAr321 1 

PAr700 0 

PAr706 100000 

PAr708 100 

PAr709 1 

PAr710 -100000 

PAr712 100 

PAr713 1 

PAr714~PAr769 0 

 

2: Controlled by external switch input 

For example, enable the servo drive through external switch 1, select the second position through external 

switch 2-5 (switch 2 is valid, switch 3-5 is invalid, constitute 0001), trigger external switch 6, and the motor 

runs the second position pulse number 100000, running at a speed of 100 rpm per minute, after a period of 

time, select the 16th speed through the external switch 2-5 (switches 2-5 are valid and constitute 1111), trigger 

the external switch 6, and the motor runs the 16th position pulse number- 100000, the speed is 100 rpm per 

minute. 

The parameter settings are as follows: 

 

Parameter code Setting value 

PAr001 0 

PAr321 1 

PAr700 3 

PAr706~PAr709 0 

PAr710 100000 

PAr712 100 

PAr713~PAr765 0 

PAr766 -100000 

PAr768 100 

PAr769 0 

PAr400 1 

PAr401 7 

PAr402 8 

PAr403 9 

PAr404 10 

PAr405 11 

 

3: Control via MODBUS 

Example: Through the MODBUS bus, set AF_Son to 1 (register address 3F00H), enable the servo drive, set 

PAr701 to 2 (register address 0701H, the position command of this segment will automatically return to 0 after 
running), the motor will run the second segment position pulse number 100000, running at a speed of 100 rpm 

per minute, after a period of time, set PAr701 to 16 (register address 0701H, the position command of this 
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segment will automatically return to 0 after running), the number of position pulses in the 16th segment of the 

motor operation is -100000, and the speed is 100 rpm per minute. 

Parameter code Setting value 

PAr001 0 

PAr321 1 

PAr700 7 

PAr706~PAr709 0 

PAr710 100000 

PAr712 100 

PAr713~PAr765 0 

PAr766 -100000 

PAr768 100 

PAr769 0 

8.9 Description of internal speed control 

PAr800 
Internal speed control mode Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~4 Unit - P S T 

Set internal speed control mode: 

0: After servo enable, it is automatically set at 16-segment speed, and it runs cyclically from the 1st stage to 

the 16th stage. 

1: After servo enable, it is automatically set at 16-segment speed, and it stops after running one round from the 

1st to the 16th. 

2: After servo enable, after receiving the external switch trigger signal (code11), it will be set at 16-segment 

speed, and it will stop after running for one round from the 1st to the 16th. 

3: After servo enable, after receiving the external switch trigger signal (code11), according to the number of 

external switch combinations (code definition 7, 8, 9, 10), the execution phase should be a certain speed. 

4: After servo enable, the speed section set by parameter PAr801 will be executed immediately. 

 

PAr801 
the number of execution stages of internal speed Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~16 Unit - P S T 

Set the number of execution stages of internal speed, use it with PAr800=4. 

Internal speed 
Internal speed command 

(rpm) 

Internal speed command 

running time (0.1s) 

1ST PAr802 PAr803 

2ND PAr804 PAr805 

3RD PAr806 PAr807 

4TH PAr808 PAr809 

5TH PAr810 PAr811 

6TH PAr812 PAr813 

7TH PAr814 PAr815 

8TH PAr816 PAr817 

9TH PAr818 PAr819 

10TH PAr820 PAr821 

11TH PAr822 PAr823 

12TH PAr824 PAr825 

13TH PAr826 PAr827 

14TH PAr828 PAr829 

15TH PAr830 PAr831 

16TH PAr832 PAr833 

Internal speed command: Set the operating speed of the internal speed. 

Internal speed command running time: Set the running time of the internal speed. When PAr800=3,4, this 

parameter is invalid. 

 

Guidelines for using internal multi-stage speed control function 

1) Parameter PAr001 is set to 1, set the servo speed control mode; 
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2) ParameterPAr300 setting 3, set speed command source to internal multi-speed 

3) Parameters PAr304, PAr305, and PAr306 respectively set acceleration and deceleration time and S-shaped 

smoothing time. 

4) External switch input function setting, parameter PAr400-PAr407 corresponds to DI1-DI8 code setting. 

Code Function name Function description Trigger method 

7 
internal command 1 

(INTCMD1) 
Combine into a 4-bit binary number, 

select the number of segments to 

execute the internal position, such as 

0000 for the first segment, 1111 for 

the 16th segment 

Level trigger 

8 
internal command 2 

(INTCMD2) 
Level trigger 

9 
internal command 3 

(INTCMD3) 
Level trigger 

10 
internal command 4 

(INTCMD4) 
Level trigger 

11 internal command trigger 
Trigger execution of internal multi-

segment position function 
Edge trigger 

5) Parameter PAr800- PAr833, specially used for internal multi-stage speed control function setting 

a) Parameter PAr800 is configured according to actual application requirements: 

b) Parameter PAr801, set the number of execution stages of multi-segment position, use it with PAr800=4. 

c) Divide into 16 groups from the parameter PAr802, corresponding to the first to the 16th stage of the multi-

stage speed command, set a running speed and time for every two function codes 

CONTROL MODE 

Combining the above parameter settings, three ways can be used to control the drive to realize the internal 

multi-stage speed control function: 

 

1: Operate by the servo drive keyboard 

For example, use AF_Son to set the servo internal enable and the motor starts to run. The motor runs at a speed 

of 100 RPM per minute at the first stage, and then runs at a speed of -100 RPM per minute at the second stage, 

and executes cyclically. 

The parameter settings are as follows: 

 

Parameter code setting value 

PAr001 1 

PAr300 3 

PAr800 0 

PAr802 100 

PAr803 1 

PAr804 -100 

PAr805 1 

PAr806- PAr833 0 

 

2:Control by external switch input 

For example, enable the servo drive through the external switch 1, select the second speed through the external 

switch 2-5 (switch 2 is valid, switch 3-5 is invalid, constitute 0001), press to trigger the external switch 6, the 

motor is at the second speed Run at 100 RPM per minute. After a period of time, use the external switch 2-5 

to select the 16th speed (switches 2-5 are valid and constitute 1111), press to trigger the external switch 6, and 

the motor will be at the 16th speed-100 RPM per Sub-run. 

The parameters are set as follows: 

Parameter code setting value 

PAr001 1 

PAr300 3 

PAr800 3 

PAr802 0 

PAr803 0 

PAr804 100 

PAr805 0 

PAr806- PAr831 0 
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PAr832 -100 

PAr833 0 

PAr400 1 

PAr401 7 

PAr402 8 

PAr403 9 

PAr404 10 

PAr405 11 

 

3:Control via MODBUS 

Example: Through the MODBUS bus, set AF_Son to 1 (register address 3F00H), enable the servo drive, set 

PAr801 to 2 (register address 0801H), and set PAr801 to 2 (register address 0801H). The motor will run at the 

second stage speed at 100 rpm. After a period of time, set PAr801 to 16 (Register address 0801H), the motor 

runs at the 16th stage speed-100 rpm per mins. 

 

Parameter code setting value 

PAr001 1 

PAr300 3 

PAr800 4 

PAr802 0 

PAr803 0 

PAr804 100 

PAr805 0 

PAr806- PAr831 0 

PAr832 -100 

PAr833 0 
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Chapter 9 Fault and Troubleshooting 

9.1 List of alarms 

Alarm 

code 
Warning name Warning content 

A01 Motor overload warning Motor overload warning 

A02 Drive overheating warning Drive overheating warning 

A03 Drive overload warning Drive overload warning 

A04 Forward overtravel warning Forward overtravel warning 

A05 Reverse overtravel warning Reverse overtravel warning 

A06 Brake overload warning Brake overload warning 

A08 

The function code is changed to take effect 

after power-on again, request power-on 

again 

The function code is changed to take effect 

after power-on again, request power-on 

again 

A09 
Warning of excessive communication write 

EEPROM times 

Warning of excessive communication write 

EEPROM times 

9.2 Causes and troubleshooting when failures occur 

Fault code Fault name Possible Causes Solution 

Err.001 Short circuit fault 

1. Check the wiring status of the motor 

and the drive or whether the wire is 

short-circuited 

2. Check the wiring sequence of 

connecting the motor to the drive 

3. Check whether the setting value is 

much larger than the factory default 

value 

4. Check whether the control input 

command changes too drastically 

1. Eliminate short-circuit conditions and 

prevent metal conductors from being 

exposed 

2. Rewiring according to the wiring 

sequence in the manual 

3. Restore to the original factory default 

value, and then revise it step by step 

 

4. Modify the input command change rate 

or turn on the filtering function 

Err.011 
Hardware 

overcurrent 

Err.01E 
Software 

overcurrent 

Err.002 
Encoder 

disconnect 

1. Please check the encoder U, V, W, 

A, B, Z wiring is it right or not; 

2. Please check whether the encoder 

connection joint is secure; 

3. Please check whether the encoder 

wire is welded correctly with phase 

off signal; 

4. Please check whether the encoder 

wiring is secure; 

5. Please check whether the encoder is 

shielded; 

6. Please check whether the encoder is 

routed together with the AC power 

line; 

Reconfirm the wiring and re-power on. If 

the alarm still occurs after several 

confirmations, please return to the factory 

for inspection 

Err.003 
Encoder ABZ 

interference 

Err.004 
EncoderZ 

interference 

Err.005 Encoder failure Multi-lap data out of range error  

Err.007 Encoder failure 

Absolute encoder battery voltage is 

lower than 3.1V, battery voltage is low 

Replace the battery (please change the 

battery while keeping the encoder and the 

drive terminal connected well and the 

drive is powered on. If the battery is 

replaced when the encoder has no power, 

the Err 008 alarm will occur when the 

encoder is powered on again) 
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Fault code Fault name Possible Causes Solution 

Err.008 Encoder failure 

Absolute encoder battery voltage is 

lower than 2.5V, multi-turn position 

information has been lost 

Replace the battery and manually clear the 

multi-turn fault information through the 

AF_Enc function after power on, and then 

power on again 

Err.009 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Motor overload 

fault 

1. Continuous use beyond the rated load 

of the servo drive 

 

2. Check the wiring of the motor and 

encoder for errors. 

3. Check whether the motor is blocked 

4. Overloaded 

 

5. Please confirm the overload 

characteristics and operating 

instructions of the motor or servo 

drive 

1. Monitor parameters D002 and D027 to 

confirm whether the motor is 

overloaded 

2. Reconfirm the wiring 

 

3. Eliminate motor blockage 

4. Please increase the motor capacity or 

reduce the load 

5. Re-change load conditions, operating 

conditions and motor capacity 

Err.00A 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Drive overload 

fault 

Err.00C 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Motor overheating 

fault 

1. Check whether the working 

environment temperature is too high 

 

2. Check the installation direction of the 

servo drive and unreasonable 

connection with other equipment 

1. Measure the ambient temperature and 

improve the working environment 

according to the ambient temperature.  

2. Please check whether the installation of 

the servo drive complies with phase 

regulations. 

Err.00D 

(Can be 

cleared) 

drive overheating 

fault 

Err.00E Undervoltage fault 

1. Check whether the main circuit input 

voltage wiring is normal 

2. Use a voltmeter to measure whether 

the main circuit voltage is normal 

3. Use a voltmeter to measure whether 

the power system conforms to the 

specification definition phase 

1. Reconfirm the voltage wiring 

 

2. Reconfirm the power switch 

 

3. Use correct voltage source or series 

transformer 

Err.00F Overvoltage fault 

1. Use a voltmeter to measure whether 

the main circuit input voltage is 

within the rated allowable voltage 

value 

2. Use a voltmeter to measure whether 

the power system conforms to the 

specification definition phase 

3. This error still occurs when the input 

voltage of the main circuit measured 

by the voltmeter is within the rated 

allowable voltage value 

1. Use the correct voltage source or 

cascade regulator 

 

 

2. Use correct voltage source or series 

transformer  

 

3. Return to the factory for repair 

Err.010 
Main power 

failure 

Check whether the power supply logic 

is correct  

Adjust the power supply logic, or 

maintain the status quo when it is 

necessary to cut off the main circuit 

power supply 

Err.012 
Position positive 

limit fault 

Motor stroke exceeds the positive limit 
 

Err.013 
Position negative 

limit fault 

Motor stroke exceeds the reverse limit 
 

Err.014 

(Can be 

cleared) 

The electronic 

gear ratio setting 

range is wrong 

Check whether the setting value of the 

electronic gear ratio phase parameter is 

appropriate 

Adjustment parameters 

Err.015 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Input pulse 

frequency error 

Input pulse frequency is too high error 

 

Err.016 
Excessive position 

deviation fault 

1. Confirm whether the gain setting 

value is appropriate 

1. Correctly adjust the gain value 
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Fault code Fault name Possible Causes Solution 

(Can be 

cleared) 

2. Check whether the torque limit value 

is too low 

3. Check whether the external load is 

too large or blocked 

2. Correctly adjust the torque limit value 

 

3. Reduce external load or re-evaluate 

motor capacity 

Err.017 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Motor overspeed 

fault 

1. Servo motor U, V, W wiring phase 

sequence is wrong 

 

2. Speed command value is too large 

 

 

3. Motor speed overshoot  

 

 

4. Whether the function zero electrical 

angle is set correctly 

1. Please check the wiring of the motor to 

confirm whether there is any problem 

with the wiring of the motor. 

2. Please confirm the speed command 

input, and reduce the command value or 

gain. 

3. Please check the speed waveform of the 

motor and reduce the gain of the 

regulator. 

4. Please check whether these two function 

codes are factory values and restore 

them to factory values. 

Err.018 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Return to origin 

failed 

1. Can not find the origin reference 

point 

2. Unreasonable parameter setting 

1. Check the signal of origin is normal or 

not 

2. Adjust parameters 

Err.019 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Input phase failure 

1. Check if the L1, L2, L3 power cords 

are loose or only single phase input  

 

2. Set the single-phase power supply 

driver to three-phase power supply 

1. It is indeed connected to the normal 

three-phase power supply. If it is still 

abnormal, send it to the dealer or the 

original factory for repair 

2. Set parameters correctly 

Err.01A 
Motor phase 

sequence error  

Check Servo motor U, V, W wiring 

phase sequence is wrong  

Please wiring U,V,W correctly according 

to the manual, and grounding.  

Err.01B 
Short-to-ground 

fault 
  

Err.01C 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Inertia recognition 

failed 
  

Err.01D 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Encoder 

EEPROM read 

and write failed 

  

Err.01F 
AD module initial 

calibration failure 
  

Err.020 
Storage parameter 

abnormal 

1. Check whether the upper device 

frequently modifies the function 

parameters of the servodriver 

2. Any modification to a parameter and 

then power on again to check whether 

the parameter is saved 

1. Change the parameter writing method 

and rewrite. 

2. Rewrite and check whether it is saved. If 

you fail to save after repeated writes, 

please send it back to the manufacturer 

for repair. 

Err.021 
System parameter 

abnormal 

Err.022 
Ad sampling 

module failure 

Initialize the parameters and power on 

again 

Send to dealer or original factory for repair 

Err.02B 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Drive rated current 

input error 
  

Err.02C 
Drive and motor 

do not match 
  

Err.02D 
Offset angle 

learning failure 
  

Err.02E 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Servo power off 

and restart 

Servo restart after power off, generally 

used after parameter self-learning, 

requiring system restart to complete a 

large number of initializations 
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Fault code Fault name Possible Causes Solution 

Err.02F 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Zero drift 

correction error 
  

Err.033 
Encoder 

overheated 

Check whether the motor working 

environment temperature is too high 

Reduce the ambient temperature or forced 

air cooling of the motor 

Err.034 

(Can be 

cleared) 

Braking resistor 

overload fault 

1. Reconnect the braking resistor 

2. Use a suitable braking resistor 

3. Check whether the braking IGBT is 

damaged 

4. Confirm the setting value of the brake 

resistance (PAr034) and brake 

resistance capacity (PAr035) 

parameters 

1. Confirm the connection status of the 

braking resistor 

2. Calculate the braking resistance value  

3. Send to dealer or original factory for 

repair 

4. Set parameters correctly 

When a fault or error occurs, the user can check the fault one by one according to the handling plan in the 

above table. If you need technical service, please contact the after-sales and technical support department of 

our company or our local agents 
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Chapter 10 MODBUS Communication 

10.1 MODBUS communication settings 

10.1.1 Using the network 

Support ModBus protocol, RTU format, "single master and multiple slaves" communication network with 

RS485 bus. 

10.1.2 Communication parameters setting 

PAr600 
Local MODBUS communication station number setting Default 1 Mode 

Setting range 1~254 Unit - P S T 

The address of this machine as a communication slave 

 

PAr601 
MODBUS communication baud rate Default 1 Mode 

settingrange 0~5 Unit - P S T 

Set the drive’s communication baud rate  

PAr601=0:4800 bps  

PAr601=1:9600 bps  

PAr601=2:19200 bps  

PAr601=3:38400 bps  

PAr601=4:57600 bps  

PAr601=5:115200 bps  

 

PAr602 
Communication data format Default 0 Mode 

Setting range 0~5 Unit - P S T 

Set the communication data format of this machine 

PAr602=0: no parity 1+8+N+1 

PAr602=1: odd parity 1+8+O+1 

PAr602=2: Even parity 1+8+E+1 

PAr602=3: No parity 1+8+N+2 

PAr602=4: odd parity 1+8+O+2 

PAr602=5: Even parity 1+8+E+2 

10.1.3 Driver function parameter address definition 

Group Function parameter MODBUS first address (hexadecimal) 

Monitoring mode D00 2000H 

User parameters 

PAr001 0000H 

PAr100 0100H 

PAr200 0200H 

PAr300 0300H 

PAr400 0400H 

PAr500 0500H 

PAr600 0600H 

PAr700 0700H 

PAr800 0800H 

Accessibility AF_ 3F00H 

Note: The function address is offset based on the corresponding first address. For example, the function 

parameter PAr001 address is offset 1 based on PAr001, that is 0001H. Or the parameter PAr415 address is 

offset 15 based on PAr400, which is 040FH. 
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10.1.4 Protocol format  

 
Verification in ADU (Application Data Unit)  is obtained by  the first three parts CRC16 verification and 

exchanging high and low bytes. In the protocol format, the low byte of the CRC verification is at first and the 

high byte is at last.. 

 

code function 

03H Read servo drive function code 

06H 
Write a single function code of the servo drive (for 32-bit function codes, do not use this 

operation) 

10H 
Write a single function code of the servo drive (for 32-bit function codes, do not use this 

operation) 

08H Line diagnosis 

For example: 

(1) .Read No. 03 servo drive, the current motor speed (function code Un000, address 2000H) 

Send order … 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 … 

Send content … 03H 03H 20H 00H 00H 01H 8EH 28H … 

Byte 1: Drive station number 03H; 

Byte 2: Function code 03H; 

Byte 3, 4: Register address 20 00H 

Byte 5, 6: Register number 00 01H 

Byte 7, 8: CRC check code 8E 28H 

(2) Write No. 03 servo drive, set the external digital input signals DI1, DI2, DI3, DI8, set the value of function 

parameter PAr415 (address 040FH) to 87H 

Send order … 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 … 

Send content … 03H 06H 04H 0FH 00H 87H F9H 79H … 

Byte 1: Drive station number 03H; 

Byte 2: Function code 06H; 

Byte 3, 4: Register address 04 0FH 

Byte 5, 6: Register number 00 87H 

Byte 7, 8: CRC check code F9 79H 

(3) Write No. 03 servo drive, set 200000 to the position command pulse number of the first segment of the 

internal multi-segment position, write 30D40H to the function parameter PAr706 (address 0706H) 

Send order … 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 … 

Send content … 03H 10H 07H 06H 00H 02H 04H 0DH 40H 00H 03H 1DH 74H … 

Byte 1: Drive station number 03H; 

Byte 2: Function code 10H; 

Bytes 3 and 4: Register starting address 0706H; 

Bytes 5 and 6: the number of registers 0002H; (parameter PAr706 range -2147483647~2147483647) 

Byte 7: Register content byte number 04H; 

Byte 8, 9, 10, 11: 0D 40 00 03, set the number of pulses to 200000 (30D40H) high and low byte swap. 

Byte 12, 13: CRC check code 1D 74H
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Chapter 11 Servo motor 

11.1 Servo motor model description 

 

        
Company 

and motor 

code 

Flange: 

60 flange 

80 flange 

110 flange 

130 flange 

180 flange 

Voltage: 

S: 220V 

E: 380V 

Rated torque: 

006:0.6N.m 

100:10.0N.m 

//*0.1N.m 

Rated speed: 

30: 3000rpm 

25: 2500rpm 

20: 2000rpm 

15: 1500rpm 

10: 1000rpm 

Encoder: 

S: 17bit Absolute 

M:23 bit Absolute 

W:23 bit Absolute 

with battery 

R: Resolver 

Oil seal&brake: 

1: None 

2: With Oil seal 

3: With brake 

4: With Oil seal 

and brake 

Shaft end: 

1: Flat, 

without 

keys 

2: Flat with 

keys 

11.2 Names of motor’s parts 

 

11.3 Servo motor installation dimension 

 
Diagram 11.1 EM-60 series motor installation dimension(Unit:mm) 

Motor model（220V） Code 

Rated 

torque 

Rated 

speed 

Rated 

power 

Rated 

current 

Moment of 

inertia 

L(With 

brake) 

N.m RPM W A x10-4/KG.M2 mm 
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EM-60S012N30S22 211 1.27 3000 400 2.5 0.175 116(154) 

 
Diagram 11.2 EM-80 series motor installation dimension(Unit:mm) 

Motor model（220V） Code 

Rated 

torque 

Rated 

speed 

Rated 

power 

Rated 

current 

Moment of 

inertia 

L(With 

brake) 

N.m RPM W A x10-4/KG.M2 mm 

EM-80S024N30S22 220 2.4 3000 750 3 1.82 151(191) 

EM-80S032N30S22 -- 3.2 3000 1000 4.5 2.63 179(219) 

EM-80S038N30S22 -- 3.8 3000 1200 5.2 2.97 191(231) 

 
Diagram 11.3 EM-110 series motor installation dimension(Unit:mm) 

Motor model（220V） Code 

Rated 

torque 

Rated 

speed 

Rated 

power 

Rated 

current 

Moment of 

inertia 

L(With 

brake) 

N.m RPM W A x10-4/KG.M2 mm 

EM-110S040N30M22 240 4 3000 1200 5 5.4 189(263) 

EM-110S060N30M22 241 6 3000 1800 6 7.6 219(293) 
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Diagram 11.4 EM-130 series motor installation dimension(Unit:mm) 

Motor model（220V） Code 

Rated 

torque 

Rated 

speed 

Rated 

power 

Rated 

current 

Moment of 

inertia 

L(With 

brake) 

N.m RPM W A x10-4/KG.M2 mm 

EM-130S040N25M22 250 4 2500 1000 4 8.5 166(223) 

EM-130S050N25M22 -- 5 2500 1300 5 10.6 171(228) 

EM-130S060N25M22 251 6 2500 1500 6 12.6 179(236) 

EM-130S077N25M22 252 7.7 2500 2000 7.5 15.3 192(249) 

EM-130S100N15M22 -- 10 1500 1500 6 19.4 213(294) 

EM-130S100N25M22 253 10 2500 2300 9.5 27.7 241(322) 

EM-130S150N15M22 -- 15 1500 2300 9.5 27.7 241(322) 

EM-130S150N25M22 254 15 2500 3800 13.5 27.7 231(298) 

 
Diagram 11.5 EM180 series motor installation dimension(Unit:mm) 

Motor model（220V） Code 

Rated 

torque 

Rated 

speed 

Rated 

power 

Rated 

current 

Moment of 

inertia 

L(With 

brake) 

N.m RPM W A x10-4/KG.M2 mm 

EM-180S143N20M22 -- 14.3 2000 3000 12 65 226(298) 

EM-180S191N20M22 -- 19.1 2000 4000 16.5 70 232(304) 

EM-180S239N20M22 -- 23.9 2000 5000 17.5 96.4 262(334) 

EM-180S255N15M22 -- 25.5 1500 4300 16 96.4 262(334) 

11.4 Servo motor terminal definition and wiring 

Terminal  Description For motor 

 

Pin 1 2 3 4   

60 and 80 

series 

motor 

Signal definiton U V W PE   

 

Pin 1 2     

Signal definiton Brake Brake     

 

Pin A B C D   

110 and 

130 series 

motor 

Signal definiton U V W PE   

 

Pin F I B D/E H G 

Signal definiton U V W PE Brake Brake 
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